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I. Introduction 
The first records of the macroscopic algae of Finland exist in a plant list, 
Herbarium lVIusei Fennici, published in 1859 by NYLAXDER & S--ELAX. The 
Russian algologist GüBI (1874 and 1877) innstigated the brO\\·n and red 
algae of the Gulf of Finland. Later research has been made there by H.~YREX 
(1900-1959), VÄLIKA:XGAS (1909 and 1927), SKO'ITSBERG (1911), BOSTRÖ~I, 
later PURASJOKI (1937, 19ft6, and 1950), "GLVL'\EX (1937), HERLI~ (19!!5), and 
LUTHER (1951) . The Tvärminne Archipelaga is especially '.Yell known because 
most of the above mentioned authors made their research in that area. In 
addition, many algae have been obserYed there during Nordic Courses in 
l\Iarine Biology. 
The Gulf of Bothnia is algologically not as weil known as the Gulf of Fin-
land. Studies have been made there by MOK (1869), H.ÄYREX (see ref.), and 
ERNHOLM (1938). PEKKARI (1965) has been working in the northem part of 
the Gulf of Bothnia. 
In the SW Archipelaga of Finland, STRÖ:\IFELT (1884) was the first to 
make investigations, but his records are nearly all from Fagerholm in Nauvo 
which was the westernmost research locality on his journey in 1882. The 
term SvV Archipelaga as used here (in a restricted sense1) refers to tbe area 
which, in the south, extends from the Gullkrona district, in Dragsfjärd and 
Hiittinen, t o the Uusikaupunki Archipelaga in the north. In the southwest 
it is bounded by the Aland Archipelago. In the northern part of this area, 
near Uusikaupunki, HÄYREN (1950b) carried out innstigations (see map 
3: A). HÄYREN (1958b) also mentions some algae from the vicinity of Turku. 
ANDERSSON (1953 and 1955) bad two research areas, one in Nauvo and the 
other in Hiittinen (see map 3: D and E). H.WERI)."E~ (1954) made innstiga-
tions in Ruissalo, and KAsKI::'rEx (1964) had thirteen research localities at 
Airisto (see map 3: Band C). 
1 The east ermnost part (between the Gullkrona d.istrict and the Hanko peninsula) has 
h ere been omitted. 
II. Research area 
l. Research localities, times of investigation, and methods 
At Lohm, Korppoo, which was m y firs t research locality, investigations were m ade 
in 196 1 by dredging material from different depths along s traight lines around the island, 
at distances of 300 m from each other. Late r (25.-26.8.62) skindivers h elped in bringing 
materia l froru different depths a t Almastrand; Gyltö, S side; Lohm, N side; Lohm, S side; 
between Snäckholm and Angsö; and Stor-Killingholm. A year lat er (J.-3. 7.63), when 
studies were made in Dragsfj ä rd , at H elsingholm, Käl.klobb, and Sandö, the skindivers also 
helped to recover material. In all m y other research localities I have collected material 
either by dredging or by wading. \V'hen dredging I have mainly used a drag which was 
madc of two rakes joined by welding. The d epth has been m easured with the rope fast en-
ed to the drag and m arked with red yarn at 1 m interva ls. 
The research localities and times of inYestigation a re seen from the following list and 
from m aps 3-5. - J(emiö (Kimito): 1 Lil1-Tju\·holm (23.7.6lo); 2 Plisholm (23./.64).-
Dragsjjärd: 1 K arask ä r (22./.64 ); 2 Helsingholm, Käl.klobb, and Sandö (1.-3./.63 and 
22./.6lo). - H iillinen (Hitis): I Skogskär (30 .6.63); 2 Tunhamn (:J0 .6.63); 3 Lindörn 
(30.6.63); '• Stubbö (J. ;.6:l); 5 \'änö (3.;.63); 6 H arö and Söderö, E. side (4.1.6:l) . -
.Vauvo (Nagu): I Rutiluoto (24 .;.6'o); 2 Petäisholmar (2't . 7.6'o); :l Högholm, S side (26 .5.66), 
Pi eni Riihiluoto (24 . 'i .6'o), and Seili , many localities (24 . / .6 '• and 23.9.65 and 25.-26.5 .66); 
Orhisaari (26.5 .66) ; 4 Pärnäs (August 196'o); 5 Biskopsö (20.8.63); Ernholm (20.8. 63), 
and \'ikom (n.9.65); 6 H ögsar (20 .8.63) ; ; \'ansor and P etsor (20 .8.G3); 8 Fagerholm 
(25 .8 .62), K ah ·holrn, and Humleholm (20 .8.6 3); K asaholm (16.8.6 1, 13.8.63, and 24.8.64) ; 
Snäckö and Angsö (25.8.62 and 10.-12 .8.ti'o); 9 Brändhohn (2:U.6'o); 10 Stor-Klobbskär 
and Lill -Klobbskär (5. /.6:l); II H amnskär (5. ; .63); 12 Stenskär (5 . 7.6:~); 13 Hummelskä r, 
(25. and :lO . /.62); 1 '• ::llossask är (25 . / .62); 15 ::'lliraholm, Xötö, Skagsgadd, and Söderholm 
( 19./.6'o); 16 Borgskären (2l.'i.6 'o); I ; \ ' ikarharun (21./.61); Läderskär (5 . /.63); 18 Simons-
h anm (2 1. 7.6!o); 19 Hjortronharun and \'itharun (2l.'i.6'o); 20 Rödharun (2 1.7.64.); 21 
Husskär and Sandskär (30.6.63); 22 Styrholmarne (30 .6.63); 23 F ärö (30. 7.62 and 20. / .64); 
2'o the skerries n ear Lökholm {29.6.63); 25 Salskären (29.6.6;!); 26 Salskär (4./ .63); 2 7 
Trunsö-Kalkskär (29./.62).- Korppoo (Korpo): 1 H evosluoto ( 10. -1 3. /.62); 2 Ahyen-
saari (29.8.6 1 and 20.8.64 ); 3 K ah ·holm , XW of Xau\'0 (24 ./. 64); ~ Galtby (4.7.62); Galt-
byyiken (2 .6 .6:l), Julholm (22.-25.6.62, 28./.63, /.8 .63; 18 .5.6'•, 6.-8.6.64, 22.6. 64, and 
16.8.6'o), Katilot (18.6 .64), KuggYik (11. 6.61 and l. /.62), R äggrnnden (28 . 7.63); Sand-
holm (as Julhohn), T eijul a (5.8.63 and 18.6.6'o, Turistbo (5.8.63 and 18. 6.64) , and Ver-
kau ( 13.5.62, 10 .6.62, 22.-25.6.62, 2. 1.62, 31.8. 62, 4. 11. 62, 28. /.63, /.8.63, 18.5 .6'o, 
6.-8.6 .6'•, 22.6.6 'o, 16.8.6'o, and 8. tl. 6'o); 5 Alskär ( I :J.8 .6'o ); Hummelskär (13.8.64); 
K arlberg ( I :l.8 .6'o), the skerries near Korpholm (29 .8.63), and the sound between Lempersö 
and .~!Ysjö ( t :l.8 .6'o); 6 Almast rand (26.8.62); Granö, \V of Lohrn (18 . /.64); Grisselborg 
( 16.8 .63), H att skär (16.8.63), K ah ·holm , S . side ( 13. and 16.8.63), Kulm and Verkholm 
( 18.7.64), Lohm (July-September 6 1, August 63 and 6'o, 13.6.65); Rumar (26.8.62), 
R äsklaks (5.7.6'•), Stora Gunnkobb (August 6.\); Stor-Killingholm (26 .8.62); Vargskär 
(17.7 .6'•, 19.7 .6'o, and 14.8.64), and \'itharun and the sk erries near it (1 7.7.64); :; R etais 
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:MA.P I. Situation of the research area in the Baltic. - 1 Haparanda (Haaparanta). 
2. Tornio (Torneä). 3 K emi. 4 Oulu {Uleäborg). 5 Raahe (Brahestad). 6 Kok.kola(Gamla-
karleby). 7 Pietarsaari (Jakobstad). 8 Uusikaarlepyy ykarleby) . 9 Vaasa (Vasa). 
10 Kaskinen (Kaskö). 11 Kristünankaupunki (Kristinestad). 12 Pori (B jörneborg). 
13 Rauma (Raumo). 14 Uusikaupunki (Nystad). 15 Kaantali (Nädendal). 16 Tur.l...-u (Abo). 
17 Hanko (Hangö). 18 Tammisaari (Ekenäs). 19 Helsinki (Helsingfors). 20 Porvoo (Borgä). 
21 Loviisa (Lovisa). 22 Kotka. 23 Hamina (Fredrikshamn). 24 Vyborg (Vüpuri, \'iborg) . 
25 Leningrad. 26 Lomonosov (Oranienbaum). 2'i Krasnaja Gorka. 28 Tallinn (Reval). 
29 Riga. 30 Gdansk (Danzig). 31 K0benhavn (Copenhagen). 32 Oslo. 33 Göteborg (Gothen-
burg). 34 Kalmar. 35 Stockholm. 36 Oregrund. 37 :\Iariehamn (Maarianhamina). 38 Sunds-
val!. 39 Näske. 40 Ratan. 41 Luleä. 
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(August 64.); 8 Längdk, (:1. 7.62); 9 Gyltö (26.8 .62 and 13.8.6'•); 10 Lyddarholm (29.8.63); 
Kälö and Västerö, (15.8. 6:! and 14.8.64); 12 Brunskär (27.8.64); 13 Jurmo (1.8.61 and 
26.7.62); and Huvudskär (26./.62); 14 Estrevlan (27.7.62); 15 Sandvikharu (28.7.62); 
16 Gaddama (28. 7.62); l i Cllvinger (28. 1.62); 18 Utö (28. 7.62 and 20.6 .65). - Houstkari 
(Houtskär): 1 Storö {22.8.6~); 2 Bastö {22.8.63); 3 Topsalö (22.8 .63); 4. Sandö (18.8.64); 
5 Jungfruskär {28.8.63). - Karuna: 1 Sandö {23.8.64). - Parainen (Pargas): 1 Bratt-
nässund, Bergholm and Finnholm, Ersby, Kassorfjärd, Kyrkfjärden, Sattmark, the 
mouth of Siggnässund, and Ten·sund ( 10. 7.6'•, Ersby also 8.6.64, 18.6.64, 2. 7.64 and 
Kyrkfjärden 8.6.61); 2 the sound between Attu and Längholm (23./.64); 3 the sound 
between Bockholm and Granö {23. /.64.); 4 Knapelö {6.7.63). - Turku (Abo): 1 the Hir-
Yensalo bridge and Pitkäsalmi, from the bridge to Uittamo (28.6 .64). - Rymättylä 
(Rimito): 1 Kramppi {26.5.66). - Kustavi (Gustavs): ·t Lypertö, N side (19. 7.63); 2 Ly-
pertö, SE side (19./.63); 3 Riihenmaa (14.6.64 and 5.-?.7.64); 4 Pirisholm (16.-19./.63); 
and Likholm and Sikaluoto (18.7.63). - Lokalahli (Lokalaks): 1 Iso Lehmämaa and the 
skerries on N side (16.-20.7.62). 
2. The nature of the Baltic and of the re earch area 
:My research area is situated in the northern part of the Baltic, at the 
entrance of its two greatest and innermost gulfs, the Gulf of Bothnia and the 
Gulf of Finland. The Baltic is a unique brackish water area. The typical char-
acters of this area are explained in detail by WJERN (1952) and SEGERSTRÄLE 
(1957), among others. 
The history of the Baltic, with its alternating salt and fresh water periods 
during the last part of the glacial epoch and the postglacial period, forrns a 
background against which the composition of the flora and fauna can be 
understood. 
The marine life in the Baltic is composed of only a few species, but the 
number of indiYiduals is great. This is true especially in regard to littoral 
species, particularly the group Chlorophyceae among the algae (cf. WJERN 
1957, p. 52). 
The Baltic is a large area, comprising about 400.000 krn2 , and the conditions 
in its different parts vary considerably. A feature common to the whole area 
is the small number and dwarfishness of most of the marine species, due to 
the low salinity. This >>pauperism>> increases towards the innermost part of 
the Baltic where lacustrine species dominate. Brackish water species are rare 
and endemies even rarer, especially among the plants (cf. W.!ER...'N' 1952, pp. 
9-10, SEGERSTRÄLE 1957, pp. 780-7 2 and 785-786). 
An often mentioned, characteristic feature of the Baltic is that many algae 
which in other regions are littoral species, here occur in the sublittoral. This 
downward displacement of certain marine algae has been discussed thoroughly 
by W.!ERN (1950, p. 13 and 1965, p. 23). 
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:\L-\P 2 . Towns ancl parishes of the research area : t:usikaupunki (:\"ystacl); Lokalahti 
(Lokalaks); Vehmaa (\ "emo); i\Iietoinen; Tai\·assalo (Töfsala); Kustavi (Gustavs); Askai-
nen (\ "illnäs); Naantali (K äclencla l); Iniö; \ "elkua; :\Ierimasku; Turku (Äbo); Paimio 
(Pemar); Piikkiö (Pikis); Houtska ri (Houtskär); Rymättylä (Rimito); Kakskerta; Parai-
nen (Pargas); Sauvo (Sagu ); Karuna; Kemiö (Kimitol; Perniö (Bjä m ä); Korppoo (Korpo); 
~auvo (~agu); Dragsfjärcl; Särkisalo (Finby); \"ästanfjärcl ; Hiittinen (Hitis); Tenhola 
(Tenala); Bromarv; Tammisaari (Ekenäs); Hanko (Hangö). -
Research stations: Seili, the new :\Iarine Biological Station of the Cni,·ersitv of Turku; 
Lohm, the former :\larine Station of the L"uh·ersity of Turku; T,·ärminne, th~ Zoological 
Station of the Unh·ersity of H elsinki. 
Tides in the Baltic are so unimportant that they have no real effect upon 
plants and animals. However, winds and changes in the atmospheric pres-
sure bring about fluctuations in the ea level. Especially in pring, low water 
causes darnage to the algal vegetation (cf. EGER TRALE 1957, p. 767). 
The temperature of the water in the Baltic is variable. Shallow water may 
have a temperature in excess of 20°C in ummer, wbile in ~inter it is frozen. 
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RESEARCH LOCALITIES 
0 10 2ok m 
~L\P :L A. L:usikaupunki ();'ystad) .-\rchipelago, the research a rea of H.ü'Rf.::-.;_ B. Ruis-
salo (Runsala). the research area of l-L\\"ER J:-.:1·::-.:. C. Airisto (Erstan), the research area 
of K.\SKI:-.:E:-.:. D. );'auyo ();'agu): G~·ttja, research area of A~DERSSO:-.:. E. Hiittinen (Hitis): 
Gullkrona district, research area of A:-.:DERSso:-.:. - The localities marked with numbers 
separately in each parish are research localities of the author (see pp. 5 and ;). 
:.\Iy research area belongs to the area in the Baltic which is covered with ice 
in winter (cf. WJER:\' 1952, pp. 6-7, SEGERSTR..\LE 1957, pp. 76.!i - 76:J). 
The Finnish SW Archipelaga and the Aland islands are closely connected. 
The whole area is a peneplain " ·hich is essentially uniform, but is fractured 
into blocks by a complicated system of fault planes, especially in the eastern 
part of the archipelago. In the middle part of the archipelago the rock bed 
has been divided into isolated block separated by deep furrows along the 
fault planes. The blocks are again fractured by fault planes of secondary 
nature. 
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The height of the peneplain varies in different parts of the archipelago 
depend.ing on the relative vertical movement of the fractured blocks along 
the fault planes. The Gullkrona open sea area is the most extensive sunken 
block with only small and low islands. Across the open Gullkrona in the d.irec-
tion SW-NW from Dragsfjärd to the island Jurmo in Korppoo a series of 
gravelly and sandy islands can be followed. They represent a conti.nuation 
of the esker Salpausselkä III from the mainland of Finland. Airisto is another 
sunken block. It continues towards the SW between the islands Korppoo 
and Houtskari. The Kihti open sea area is a d.istinct, deep sunken block be-
tween the SW Archipelago and the Aland islands. 
The archipelagos comprising the communes Rymättylä and Kustavi-
Taivassalo represent, on the other hand, ri.sen blocks and are thus higher than 
2km 
NAUVO 
KOR PPOO 
~ HATTSKÄR 
'?:Jo 
STORA GUNKOBB ~ 
qGRISSELBORG 
GI VARGSKÄR 
VITHARUN 
f] 
MAP 4. Detailed rnap of the research locality number 6 in Korppoo. 
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the neighbouring areas. The proportion of land surface here is therefore greater 
than in sunken areas where sea dominates the landscape. 
The main part of the bedrock belongs to the younger granites, but closer 
to the coast gneisses also occur. In the communes Kustavi, Taivassalo, and 
Vehmaa the archaic bedrock is typical. 
The bedrock and fault lines affect the relief of the sea bottom and thereby 
the distribution of gravel, sand, and different sediments, as weil as the course 
of sea currents which, in turn , have influenced the distribution of dissolved 
nutrients (cf. HAUSE~ 1948, pp. 30-73 and Atlas över Skärgärds-Finland, 
maps 1-3). 
3. Vegetation 
The zonation of the vegetation of the rocky shores in the Baltic has been 
studied especially by Du RrETz (cf. 1950, pp. 6-10). WJ€RN (1950, pp. 19-22, 
25-30 and 1952, pp. 10 and 25) has adopted Du RIETZ's zonal classification. 
This classification also seems to be suitable for my research area and it has 
been followed in this work. Du RIETZ divided the vegetation into two parts, 
namely, the terrestrial and the marine vegetation. The terrestrial vegetation 
consists of the epilittoral belt and the geolittoral belt. The epilittoral belt is 
never submerged, while the geolittoral belt is submerged by high water and 
in exposed localities by waves. The geolittoral belt is further divided into 
MAP 5. Detailed map of the research locality number 1 in Parainen. 
( 
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three parts, the upper, the middle, and the lo"·er part. The upper and middle 
parts are on rock substrate dominated by lichens. In the lower part the society 
of the blue-green alga Calothrix scopulorum is characteristic on sun facies 
whereas the liehen Verrucaria maura society dorninates in shade. 
The hydrolittoral belt forms the uppermost part of the marine vegetation 
and is exposed by the low-water of the spring after which it is submerged by 
the higher water level of the summer. The most important species in this belt, 
according to Du RIETZ, are Ceramium tenuicorne, Cladophora glomerata, Dic-
tyosiphon joenic~tlaceus , and D. chordaria. Below the hydrolittoral belt is the 
sublittoral belt, which is permanently submerged. It is subdiYided into two 
parts. The upper part is dominated by Fucus vest'wlosus, and sometimes when 
Fucus is absent, societies of smaller algae, Ceramium tenwicorne, Dictyosiplzon 
joeniwlaceus, and D. chordaria, occur. The 10\Yer sublittoral is dominated 
by red algae. 
In the outer part of my research area - Dragsfjärd, Hiittinen, Nam·o, 
Korppoo, Houtskari, Kustavi, and Lokalahti - the geolittoral belt resembles 
those described by W JBRN (1950, pp. 19-20 at HuYudskär in the Stockholm 
Archipelaga and pp. 26-28 at H alsaren in the Öregrund .-\rchipelago). In 
the inner archipelago of Parainen and Kusta,·i the geolittoral belt is nearly 
without algae. 
The most important species in the hydrolittoral belt are the same in my 
research area as those listed by Du RIETZ (1950) and '\'LERX (1950) in the 
Stockholm Archipelago. In addition, Eudesme virescens should be mentioned. 
In spring it forms narrow belts on rocks in some places in the outer archipel-
ago. Similarly, the bluegreen alga Rivularia atra often forms a narro~\' zone 
in the upper part of the hydrolittoral belt . In the inner archipelago of my 
research area there are very fe,,· hydrolittora l species. ~Iostly only diatoms 
occur, but also single tufts of Cladoplzora glomerata can be found. 
In the outer part of my research area the upper part of the sublittoral 
seems to be simila r to the sublittoral in the Stockholm Archipelaga and in 
the Elachista-district in the Öregrund Archipelago. 
The lower part of the sublittoral, howeYer, is different. I n Dragsfjärd, 
Hiittinen, Nauvo, Korppoo, and Houtskari masses of usually vegetatiYely 
reproducing Stictyosiphon tortilis and Fucus vesiculosus are to be found at 
depths of 5-9 m. Red algae, such as Furcellaria jastigiata and Phylloplzora 
brodiaei, mostly do not begin to occur until at depths of 9-10 m. Among 
them occur to a smaller extent Cerarnium tenuicorne, Polysiphonia violacea, 
Ahnjeltia plicata, Phyllophora nzembramfolia, Polyides rotundus, and Chaeto-
morpha sp. Likewise, Pilayella littoralis and Ectocarpus conjervoides may also 
be found. Rhodometa confervoides occurs mostly at depths of 12- 15 m to 
a small extent. Polysiphonia nigrescens has been found only once in the southern 
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part of the archipelago. Of the genus Sphacelaria only S. arctica has been 
encountered, and even it is rare. The same applies to Cladophora rupestris, 
and as regards Rhodochorlon purpureU?n only single tufts haYe been disco,·ered 
in deep water. In the northern part of my research area, in Kustavi and in 
Lokalahti Stictyosiphon tortilis is quite rare. Red algae are common already 
at depths of 6-/ m. Polysij>honia nigrescens and S phacelaria arctica are more 
cmnmon than in the southern part of my research area. Sphacelaria radicaus 
and Callithamnion roseum ha,·e a lso been found. 
The inner part of Parainen is different. At the mouth of Tervsund and at 
Sattmark Fucus vesiculosus still occurs, although it is scanty and begins to 
grow at depths of 2-3 m. Like\\·ise, small specimens of Pilayella littoralis, 
Elachista fucicola, Chorda filum, Ectocarpus confervoides, and Ceramium tenui-
corne are to be found . Polysiphonia violacea is quite common, and masses of 
Sphacelaria radicans have been found at Ersby. Cladophora glomerata and 
Enteromorpha intestinalis are not common, but I have encountered C. glo-
merata still at :Kyrkfjä rden attached to landings. The plants were about O.s m 
long. In the inner part of Parainen Chaetomorpha sp. is the most common 
alga in deep waterat depths of 4-10 m. 
The vegetation and its zonation described above can be seen only on rocky 
shores. Sandy and meadow shores haYe another vegetation type. On saudy 
shores phauerogams occur, such as Potamogeton pectinatus, Ruppia maritima, 
R. spiralis, Zostera marina, etc. On these phauerogams are many epiphytic 
algae; characteristic are Eudesme virescens, Leathesia dijjormis, Desmotrichum 
undtüatum, and Pilayella littoralis. If Phragmites growths are not very dense, 
these epiphytes may also be found on them. On Phragmites also occur Cera-
mium tenuicorne, Polysiphonia violacea, and Ectocarpus confervoides. 
The above mentioued species begin to occur mostly at depths of 0.2-0.s m 
and they continue to grow to about 2 m depth. Some species of Charophyta , 
namely, Chara aspera, C. canescens, and T olypella nidijica are also among 
the vegetation of sandy shores. In deeper "·ater, in addition to phanerogams, 
there occur Zostera marina, Potamogeton pectinatus, aud Ruppia spiralis. 
Zostera marina may be found eYen at depths of 5-6 m. 
Om muddy bottom, Chara meadows are typical, especially in shallow bays. 
At 0.2-0.s m depth C. aspera domiuates, and C. canescens can be found among 
it. C. tomentosa and C. baltica grow in deeper water, at O.s-2.s m depth. 
Cladophora glomerata occurs either loose or entangled with species of Chara. 
~Iany phanerogams, Najas marina, Potamogeton pectinatus, P.Jiliformis, and 
J!yriophyllum spicatmn are common. At 4-5 m depth these generally stop 
growing; and masses of loose-lying, Yegetatively reproducing Stictyosiphon 
tortilis and Fucus vesiculosus can be found. 
III. Species of algae 
l. Chlorophyceae 
Ulothrix zonata (Web. & Mohr) Kütz.- WA':R.."' 1952, pp. 28-29. 
U. zonata is a lacustrine species in tbe flora of the Baltic. It is co=on at least in the 
northern and middle part of tbe Gulf of Botbnia. It has also been found many times in 
the Gulf of Finland (cf. W A':RN 1952, p. 28). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections : none. Own collections: 
Korppoo, Huvudskär, 13 (26.7.62, TUR); Julholm, E side, Sandholm, E side, t, (18.6.6 '•. 
TUR); Lohm,E side, 6 (6 . 9.64.); Teijula, 4 ( 18.6.64, TUR, Verkau 4 (18.6.64). - Parainm, 
Knapelö, 4 (6.7.63). 
U. zonata forms small slippery growths on rocks and stones near tbe water surface 
and it is often mixed with Urospora penicilliformis. I have seen well developed growths 
only in June. Later in surnmer U. zonata disappears or is seen only as very scanty remnants. 
The breadtb of the threads in my material has usually been less tban 30 ~· The nar-
rowest threads, only 14 ~ broad, were collected from Huvudskär. I have observed zo -
osporangia and zoospores in material from Julholm, Sandholm, and Teijula. The zoospores 
were about 6 ~ in diameter. In material from Teijula I also saw gametes. 
Ulothrix subflaccida Wille - W A':RN 1952, p. 30. 
The innermost records of the species in the Baltic are from Blekinge, Osel, and the 
Gulf of Finland where it has been found in severallocalities (cf. W .a::Ili"' 1952, p. 30) . 
SW Archipelago. Literature: HÄYRim 1958b, p. 1 ;: Turl..""U, at tbe moutb of Aurajoki 
forming leatherlike coverings on piers above the water Iine. Otber collections: none. Own 
collection: Turku, at Hirvensalo bridge (28.6.64). 
At Hirvensalo the species occurred attached to poles just at sea Ievel togetber with 
Capsosiphon fulvescens and Enteromorpha sp. The threads in living material were 8-9 
broad and most of tbe cells were twice as long as broad, but shorter cells also occurred. 
I have also seen zoospores in my material. 
Percursaria percursa (C. Agardh) Rosenv. - W A':RN 1952. p . 39; BLIDING 1963, pp. 
20-23, figs . 5-6. 
P. percursa has a wide distribution on tbe Finnish shores. In tbe Gulf of Bothnia it 
occurs as far north as Raahe (cf. HÄYREN 1952), and in tbe Gulf of Finland it has been 
found as far east as Loviisa (cf. W.a::RN 1952, p. 39). During tbe ordic Marine Botanical 
Course at Tvärminne in 1965 this species was seen in a rock pool at Spikarna where it 
formed !arge entwined masses, (LUTHER & NIEMl 196/, p . 2). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: H ÄYREN 1950b, p. 14; tbe usikaupunki Archipelago, 
Putsaari Ruonasuu. Otber collections: none. Own records : Korppoo : Julholm, 4 (18.5.64), 
single tbreads among Rhizoclonitmt ripari.mn, loose Cladophora glvmerala, and Fucus 
vesiculos"s in a small cove; Vitbarun, 6 (17. 7.64), scantily in a rock pool among Clado-
phvra glomerata and C. fracta. · 
Capsosiphon ft•lvesctms (C. Agardh) Setch. & Gardn. - W A':RN 1952, pp. 39-4 1; 
BLIDING 1963, pp. 15-19, figs. 2-4. 
The innermost records of tbe species in tbe Baltic are from tbe Gulf of Finland where 
it has been observed several times (cf. "~-. ·J 952, p. 40). 
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SW Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections: none. Owu records: Korp-
poo, Julholm, N and E side, 4. (22.6 .H, TUR); Teijula, 4. (22 .6.64.); \"erkan, 4. (22.6.64.). -
Turku , near the Hirnnsalo bridge (28.6.64., TUR). 
In Korppoo, at Verkau C. fulvescens was growing on small stones near a landing in 
polluted water and formed a narrow zone just at the water line. In a similar way it 
occurred at Julholm and Teijula in sheltered Jocalities among a mass of detached plants. 
At Hirvensalo the species was growing on poles just above the water line. 
Blidingia minima (Näg. ex Kütz.) K yl. - W A;R~ 1952, p. 39; BLIDING 1963, pp. 
23-30, figs. /-9. 
The innermost records of the species in the Baltic are from the Öregrund Archipelago 
in Sweden (W A>RN 1952, p. 39) and from Längskär, in the Tvärminne Archipelago in 
Finland, where W ~RN detected the species during the Nordic Marine Botanical Course 
in 1953. At Längskär the species has been collected by K. Linkola (4.7.11, TUR, as 
Enteromorpha micrococca Kütz). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections: none. Own records : Korp-
poo, Brunskär, 12 (27.8 .64) and Vargskär, 6 (14.8.64). 
In both my Jocalities the species was growing in very exposed rock fissures just above 
the water surface. The plants were tufted and only about 0.5 cm long. Rhizoclonium ripa-
rium occurred in the same p laces but higher up in the fissures. 
EtJieromorpha intestinalis (L.) Link - W ~R.,.'\1 1952, pp. 32-35, figs. 14 and 15; 
BLIDING 1963, pp. 139-14.8, figs. 87-92. 
E . itllestinalis is one of the commonest algae in the Baltic. 
SW Archipelago. Literature: Hii.YR:EN 1950b, pp. 13-14.: two places in the Uusikau-
punki Archipelago. Other collections: some dried herbarium specimens in TUR and H 
determined as E. intestinalis but not critically examined by me. Own records: in the outer 
part of my research area the species is mainly a rock pool alga. Examples of this habitat 
are: Dragsffärd, Karaskär, 1 (22. 7.64); Kälklobb, 2 (1.-3 .7.63). - Hiittinen , Tunhamn, 
2 (3.6.63); Vänö, 4 (1.7.63). - Nauvo, Borgskären, 16 (21.7.64.); Hjortronharun and Vit-
harun, 19 (21.7.64.); Hummelskär, 13 (25 . and 30.7.62); Mossaskär, 14. (25.7.62); Nötö, 
Skagsgadd, and Söderholm, 15 (19.7.64.); Rödharun, 20 (21.7.64.); Simonsharun, 18 
(21.7.64.); Trunsö-Kalkskär, 27 (29.7 .62). - Korppoo, Alskär, 5 (13.8.64.); Brunskär, 12 
(27.8.64); Galtby, 4 (4../.62); Gyltö, 9 (26.8.62 and 13.8.64.); Hummelskär, 5 (13.8.64.); 
Huvudskär, 13 (26.7.62, TUR) ; Julholm, 4 (as on p. 3); Karlberg, 5 (13.8.64); Kälö and 
Västerö, 11 (15.8.63 and 14..8.64.); Lohm, 6 (July--September 61, August 63 and 64, 
13.6.65); Räggrunden, 4. (28.7.63); Sandholm, 4. (as on p. 3); Sandvikharun, 15 (28.7.62); 
Stora Gunnkobb, 6 (August 64.); Ullvinger, 17 (28. 7.62); Utö, 18 (28. 7.62 and 20.6.65); 
Vargskär, 6 (17.7.64., 19.7.64, and 11..8.64); Vitharun and the skerries near it, 6 (17.7.64.). 
- Houtskari, Jungfruskär, 5 (28.8.63) ; Sandö, 4 (18.8.64.). - Kustavi, Lypertö, N side, 1 
(19. 7.63). 
In rock pools E. int~stinalis often occurs together with Cladophora glomerata. The 
plants are usually tufted and 5-10 cm long. In Korppoo (Sandvikharu) I saw the largest 
rock pool algae, which were about 20 cm long and 2 cm broad. 
In the outer archipelago E. intestinalis also occurs on rocks and stones near the water 
surface forming sometimes narrow wnes, but usually only single tufts are to be found 
here and there. I have seen the tufts attached to rocks, stones, shells of Mytilus edulis, 
and Lymnaea spp. E. intestinalis occurs on the shores of the same islands where it grows 
in rock pools, but it also is found on the shores of islands where there are no rock pools. 
In Korppoo (Julholm and Lohm), I have noticed E. intestinalis even at 2 m depth on 
rocks. 
In small harbours near Iaudings E. it~stinalis is sometimes abundant. It is attached 
to rocks and stones but also to timber structures. The plants are often 20-30 cm Jong, 
2-3 cm broad, and very dark green. Such small harbours are to be found, for example, 
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in Xa ll\·o: Seili ; Stenskär; K orppoo: Lohm; Stor-Killingholm; \'erkan; Hiittinen: \' äuö; 
anel KustaYi: Lypertö, X s iele . 
\\ 'heu elreelging in the inner parts of the a rchipelago (in Paraiuen: near Bergholm anel 
Finnholrn; between Attu anel Längholrn; Sattmark; Ten·sunel; Kusta,·i: Lypertö, SE 
s iele; auel Riihenmaa) I h a,·e fou.nel E. intestinalis at elepths of 2-6 m but I haYe not 
been able to eleciele whether these a lgae were at t acheel. 
Enteromorpha ahlneriana Bliel . - \LcRX 1952, pp. :l6-3/, fig. 16, a-e; BLIDIXG 
1 96:!, pp. 6 1-/0, fi gs. 30-:!4, a-el. 
E. ahlneriana has been confuseel with other species in thc Baltic. BLIDL'\'G was the 
first to recognize this species anel he consielereel it to be common in the Baltic. H owe\·er, 
,·ery little is ku0\\'11 about its distribution in the irmer parts of the Baltic. \\-.~RX ( 1 95~. 
pp. ~6-37) meutioned it from the ÖregrUild Archipelago. 
S \V Archipelago. Literature: none. Other collections : dried Enteromorpha-material 
in H anel TUR, of which some specimens probably beleng to E ahluaiana, not critically 
examined. Own recorels: Nauvo, ~Ii raholm , 15 (19./ .6'•). - J{orppoo , Ah,·ensaar i, 2 
(29.8 .61 ); Julholm, 4 (22 .6.6'•); Jurmo, 1 :l ( 1. 8.61 ); Kulm , \\. s iele, 6 ( 18.; .6'•); Lydelar-
holm, 10 (29 .8.63). 
In a ll localiti es the species grew ou stones in shallow water, at depths of 0.2-0.5 m . 
In Ahvensaari and Jurmo it occurred in sotue\Yhat polluted water near lanelings. At ~Iira­
holm E. ah/neriana occurred on a flat and sanely shore attacheel tosmall stones. All these 
plants had ,·ery fine threads. T he algae at Julholm, Kulm, and Lyddarholm were broader. 
In aeldition to E. intestinalis and E . ahl~Jeriana, m~- material coutains specimens which 
cannot be referred to e ither of these species, but I ha,·e not studied them enough to be 
sur e about the species . 
.'\1onostroma balticum (Aresch. ) \\'ittr . - \LERX 1952, p. 3 1. 
This pl ant is known only from the Baltic and only in a detached condition. I n thc 
Gulf of Bothnia it is known from the L"usi.kaupunki Archipelago ( \\· .~R.'\' 1952, p. 31). 
On F innish shores it h as been mentioned in the Iiterature also from Aland (near Cllarie-
ha mn ) anel from Tenhola (d. H;\ YRf:N 1955 and 1958b). 
SW Archipelago. Literature : H ;\ \'REX 1950, b, p. J!.; e ight localities in the uusi.kau-
punk.i Archipelago. Other collect ions: Parainen, Sydänperä\·ik (K . Li.J.t.kola, 1913, Tt.:R). 
- Rymättylä, I sopoikko (A. \'uorisalo, 1 95:~. Tl'R); \'epsä, Heinrunen (I. Haahtela, 
2UL65, TUR) . - Uusikaupunki, Lyökki, Pirtti.kari (li. Laine, 1 /.8.6'•. TüR). - Own 
records: Nauvo, Kasaholm, X siele, 8 (16.8.6 1 and 2l.8.6 :l. Tl'R); Rutiluoto, \\.siele, I 
(2' •. /.64, TUR); Seili , S siele (25.-26.5.66, Tt.:R). - J{orppoo, Julholm, '• (18.5.65); be-
tween Kulm and \'erkholm, 6 (18./.64, 1TR); S siele, 6 (19./.62, TL"R); Lohm, the long 
bay on the E s iele (13.9 .61); \ ' itha rUil , 6 (1 /./.6'•).- .Kus/avi , Rühenmaa, W siele (1' •. 6.6'• 
and 6./.64. , TUR). - Lokalahti, Iso Lehmämaa, E siele (16.-20./.62, TL"R). 
Only at K asah olrn, in Nam·o, ha ,·e I seen this species occur abundantly. The plants 
were Ionger than 10 cm. They grew in a hollow from which Littorina clay had been taken. 
In the same hollow occurred Xajas marir1a and PolamogelotJ pecliflalus. 
In K orppoo (between Kulm and \'erkholm) and in Xauvo (Seili, S siele), I have a lso 
seen a great number of plants but they were sma.ller , only 3-'• cm long. In both cases 
the bottom consisted of mixed sand and mud, and the plant occurred together with 
P otamogeton pectinatus. 
In a.ll the other localities JI. ballicum occurred only sparsely. In Korppoo: Julholm; 
Lohm; and Kustayi: Riihenmaa it grew at 2- '• m depth. In Xau\·o: Rutiluoto; Korp-
poo: \ ' itharUil; and Lokalahti: I so Lehmämaa I ha\·e fonnd the species by dredging from 
depths of 7-10 m. The plants werein gocd condition, but I cannot be sure whether they 
had been living there or were drifting a.lgae. 
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Prasiola ft,rjura cea (Mert.) Menegh. - W tER."\ 195 2, pp. ~2-43 . 
The species has been reported from the Baltic , in the Öregrund Archipelago, by 
W.-€R.>< (1952, pp. 42-~ 3). He has identified this species for me from material which I 
collected at Tvärminne \'ikarskär (20.8.65). The species was growing there in geolittoral 
rock fissures together with P. stipitata tcomucopiaet. 
SvV Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections : none . Own records: Using 
the material identified by W lERN for comparison I have been able to recognize P . fur-
furacea in my materia l from K orppoo (\\" of Granö) 6 (18./.64, TUR). The tufts occurred 
in rock fissures above the geolittoral zone. They were da rk green, about 2 mm broad and 
equally long. 
In addition I h aYe seen Prasiola in K orppoo, Hm-udskär, 13 (26. / .62) and Vargsk ä r, 
6 (2/.8.64) but because the materia l has been los t, I cannot be sure about the species. 
P seudendoclonium marinum (R einke) Aleem et Schultz - W lERN 195 2, pp . '•9-50 
(as P. submarinum Will e); AI.EEM & Scm·tz 1952, p . i2; L UND 1959, p . 26 (as P . sub-
marimtm Wille). 
The innermost published records of this species in the Baltic are from the Öregrund 
Archipelago and from Öse! (cf. W..ER."\ 1952, p. 49). Furthermore, it is known in the Tvär-
minne Archipelago where vV lERN detected it first and where later it has been observed 
many times in the same locality. 
SW Archipelago. Litera ture: no reco rds. Other collections: none . Own records: Nauvo, 
Skagsgadd, 15 (2 '1./ .64); Söderholm, 15 (2 1. 7 . 6~). - K orppoo, a high islet W of Granö, 
6 (1 i. 7.64, T R ); Julholm, '• (i.6.64); Kalvholm, :-1 (2't.i.6'•, TUR) ; Lohm, S side, 6 
(21.8.64); Sandholm, 4 (7.6 .64.); Vargskär, 6 (1;.;.6'•, T ü R ); a skerry NE of Vitharun, 6 
(1 i./ .64). - Parainen, Ersby, 1 (2.7 .64). 
The species wa frequent only at Vargsk ä r, where it occurred together with Waer-
niella lucijuga and Rhodochorlon purpttreum in a geolittoral cave (cf. Rhodochorlon pur-
pureum , p . '•9). In similar habitats I haYe seen the species in Nauvo, (Skagsgadd and 
Söderholm) andin Korppoo (a islet W of Granö, K alvholm, and a skerry NE of Vitharun). 
In the rest of the localities P. marinum has been found on stones in the upper part of the 
hydrolittoraL 
Oedogonium Link- HIRN 1900, pp. 185-186, pla te 29, fig. 181. 
The genus Oedogonium is mainly a lacustrine genus, but it has been found several 
times in the inner Baltic and near the coasts. The threads , however, have often been 
sterile and the species has not been determined (cf. W l!lR.'I 1952, p . 62). 
SvV Archipelago. Literature: HIR.'\ 1900, pp. 185-186: 0 . oblongum in Nauvo, near 
Rockelholm; HÄVREN 1950 b, p . H; sterile algae in three localities in the Uusikaupunki 
Archipelago. Other collections: none. Own records: Kustavi, Rühenmaa, 3 (5.-7. 7.64 , 
sterile threads among other algae). - Parai11en, Brattnässund, near Bergholm and Finn-
holm, Ersby, Kassorfjärd, and Kyrkfjärden, 1 (10. 7.64, sterile threads among other 
algae). - T t,rku, Pitkäsalmi, \'ähä-Heikkilä, 1 (28. 6.64, TUR, sterile threads attached 
to timher structures and ,"Hyriophyllum spicatum. 
Urospora penicillijormis (Roth) Aresch . - W lERN 1952, pp. 6'·-65. 
On the Finnish shores the species has been m entioned in the Iiterature in Hanko and 
Helsink:i (cf. \V lERN 1952, p . 64). During the ~ordic Marine Botanical Course in August 
1965 the species could be seen in many localities in the Tvärminne Archipelago. 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections: none. Own records: Drags-
fiärd, Karaskär , 1 (22 ./.61, , T U R).- Korppoo, Huvudskär, 13 (26.7.62); Julholm, E side, 
4 (18 .6.64, T U R ); Lohm, E side, 6 (6.9.64, T Rand 13.6.65); Sandholm, 4 (18.6.6 4, TUR) ; 
Vargskär, 6 (1 7.7.64, T U R ). 
In every locality where I have seen U. penicillijormis it grew just above the water 
Ievel. In early summer (June) I haYe seen the species together with Ulothrix zonata, and 
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then it is weil de\·eloped . Later, in July, I have seen only \·ery small threads of U. peni-
cilliformis, forming limited growths. In September the species was well de\·eloped at 
Lohm and formed pure growths. 
Chaetomorpha Kütz. - \VA;;RX 195 2, pp. 65-/0, figs. 28-:lO; CHRISTE:-<SEX 195 i, 
pp. 311-316, figs. 1-2. 
The Iimits between the species in this genus are still nnclea r. Therefore for the present 
I shall call my whole material Chaetomorpha sp . 
On the Finnish shores Chaetomorpha has been fonnd by HIYREX several times in the 
Gulf of Bothnia and in the Gulf of Finland (cf. \\-.-tRX 1952, p. 66 and 69). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: H.h'Rtx 1 950b, p. 14: C. gracilis, three localities and 
C. torluosa, fh·e localities in the C'usikaupunki Archipelago. Other collections: none. Own 
records: f( emiö : Flisholm, 2 (23.7 .64, TUR). - .\'auvo, between Kaldwlm and Humle-
holm, 8 (20 .8.63); Rutiluoto, I (24 ./.64, TC'R); H ögholm, :l (26.:>.66, TCR). - r:orppoo, 
Ahvensaari, 2 (20./.64); Korpholm, \\' side, 5 (23.8.63, TC'R); bebwen Lempersjö and 
Alvsjö, 5 ( 13.8.61•); Lyddarholm, 10 (29.8.6!t, TC'R); Sandholm, !, (2 1. 6.6!, , TUR). -
Ho1tlskari, Bastö, 2 (22.8.6 3, TUR); Storö, 1 (22.8.63, TCR); TopsaJö, 3 (22. 8.63, TC'R). -
Parainen, n ear Bergholm and Finnholm, 1 (I 0.; .64, TCR); between Bockholm and Granö, 
3 (23 .7.64.); Brattnässund, I (10.7.6!,, TC'R); Kyrkijärden , 1 (10./.64) . - Kuslavi, near 
Likholm and Sikaluoto, 4. (18./.64, TUR); Lypertö, SE side, 2 ( 14 ./.63); Pirisholm, 
(1/./.63, TUR); Riihenmaa, \V side, :l (6./.6'•, TCR). - Lokalahti, Iso Lehmämaa, I 
(19 .1.62, TUR). 
In most of the localities Chaetomorpha occurred at depths of 6-12 m tagether with 
Furcellaria fastigiata, Phyllophora brodiaei, and some rarer red a lgae. I have not obsen·ed 
attached plants among these finds. In the innermost archipelago of Parairren and in 
Kustavi (Riihenmaa), I ha\·e obsen·ed the plants occurring either alone in masses on 
mud, or tagether ·with Vaucheria sp. Some of these Chaetomorpha threads were intermin-
gled with dead renmants of phanerogams. 
Rhizoclonium riparütm (Roth) Harv. - "\\'.;ERX 1952, pp. il-i'•; BLIDrxG 195 /, 
pp. 271·-275, fig. 3. 
R. riparium is a widely distributed species on shores (cf. \\'.;ER.'\' 1952, p. /I). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: ÄBERG 1934, pp. 239-2!.2: Xau\·o: Storlandet, (::\Iö-
viken); H.~ \'REN 1950b, p . 14, se\·en localities in the 1..' usikaupunki Archipelago; 1958, 
p . 17, Turku, the bridge of Ruissalo and Pitkäsa lmi . Other collections: none. Own records: 
Kemiö, LiJI-Tjuvholm, I (24 ./.64, TUR). - Sauvo , Petäisholmar, 2 (24 ./.64, TUR); 
Rödharun, 20 (2 1. ?.64); Simonsharnn, 18 (2 1./. 64, TUR); Söderholm, 15 (19./.64, TUR); 
Vikarharun, 17 (5.7.63, TUR). - Korppoo, Brunskä r, 12 (2/.8.64); Lolun, N side, 6 
(25.8.61, TUR); Sandholm, 4 {18.6.64); Stora Gunkobb, 6 (August 64); \'argskär, 6 
{17.7 .64, TUR); Verkan, 4 {8 .9.64); \'itharun, 6 (1/./.64, TCR); a high skerry, XE of \'it-
harun, 6 {17. / .64). - Parai11en, near Bergholm and Finnholm, I ( 10./.6'•, TUR); between 
Bockholm and Granö, 3 {23./.64); Ersby, 1 {18.6.61, Tl.'R and 2./.64, Tl.'R); Kyrkijärden, 
1 (8.6.64). 
Especially in the southern part of the SW Archipelaga R. riparium grows in the geo-
littoral rock fissures, crevices, and caves often tagether with Pseudendoclouium marinum, 
Waerniella lucifuga, and RhodochortmL purp11reum. Such localities are Kemiö, Lill-Tju\'-
holm; Nauvo, Petäisholmar; Rödharun; Simonsharun; Söderholm; \'ikarharun; K orppoo, 
Brunskär; a high skerry near Granö; Kah·holm ; tora Gunkobb; \'argskär ; \'itharun; 
and a high skerry NE of Vitharun. 
R. riparimn occurs mostly near the water surface, but it may be found at a distance 
of several meters below the sea Je,-el in cre\-ices together ";th the phanerogams Puccinellia 
retroflexa, Sagina procwnbens, Cochlearia danica, S~dum acre, etc. R. riparilwL occurs in 
the mouth of crevices and caves (cf. Rhodochorlon purpureum, p . 49). It is loosely attached 
to the rock or is comple tely detached. 
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On fl a t and marshy shores R. ripariwn occurs as green masses which a re either freely 
fl oating, or entangled with phanerogams close to the water line. In such habitats the 
species has been found in K orppoo, Lohm, X s ide; \"erkan ; Parainm, near Bergholm and 
Finnholm; E rsby; and K yrkfjärden. In these localities the tlueads of R. riparium a re 
long and with only few rhizoids. 
In adili tion , R. riparium may be found in the sublittoral belt at depths of 6-10 m, 
en tangled with red a lgae. In such h abitats I have found the species in Korppoo, at Sand-
holm and in Parainw, between Bockholm and Granö. 
Cladophora glomerata (L. ) Kütz. - \\".'ERX 1952, pp. ;6-81), fi g . :l l ; VAX DEX HOEK 
I 9G:l, pp. I 62- I 86, plates :18-'• 5; SöDERSTRÖ~I 196:l, pp. 3:1-'•6, figs. 28-34. 
C. glomerata is a c01nmon alga in the inner Baltic, and on the Finnish shores it is one 
of t he most preYalent green algae. 
SW Archipelago. Literature: H.ii.YREX 1950b, p. 1 ~: a common alga in the Uusikau-
punki Archipelago; 1958, p. I ;; Turku , Pikku Pukki, 2.8.36, loose lying; A:-."DERSSO~ 
I 955, pp. I :19 and 14 3: Turku, Ruissalo; K ASKIXEX 196~. pp. 8'• -85: a common a lga at 
Airisto. Other coll ections: numerous specimens in H and TUR, the iunermost from Kak s-
kerta., Satava, Höyttinen (H. Waris , 5.8.3 1, TCR); Turku, Ruissalo, H ärkälä bay (L. An-
<lersson , 5.8.55, TUR) ; Hiiriluoto, S side (J. Hanrinen, 26.7.52); Paminen , Kvidja 
(K . Linkola, 26.7. 13, T UR ); Piikkiö, Hiirsalmi (A. \"uorisalo, 20 .8.'ti, T UR). Own re-
cords: C. glomerata is common in the outer part of my research area. l\fy itmermost re-
cords of it are from Parainen (Brattnässund and Kyrkfjärden), near the public baths. 
In the last m entioned locality the p lants were attached t o timber near the water line. 
At Brattnässnnd the plants were scanty and loose. 
In the outer a rchipelago C. glomerata is a densely tufted alga. It usu ally grows in the 
upper part of the hydrolittora l belt, forming a green zon e at 20-30 cm depths abo,·e 
Dictyosiphon joeuiwlaceus, D. chordaria, and other brown a lgae. Th e breadth of the zone 
depends upon the inclination of t he shore. C. glomerata grows also in exposed geolittoral 
rock pools , often t ogetber with Enteromorpha intestinalis. :.rany consecutive generations 
of C. glomerala deYelop during summer. 
In hydrol ittora l rock crevices and ca\·es C. glomerata is the highest a lga in zonation. 
The red a lgae Ceramiwn tenuicorue and H ildenbrandia prototypus and sometimes the 
brown alga Sphacelaria. arctica occur in slightly deeper water. In such shaded h abitats 
C. glomerata is da rk green and rigid . It is perennial and continues to grow in the upper 
part of the sublittoral, to a depth of about 2.5 m. 
In the inner archipelago, in Parainen and in the inner part of KustaYi , C. glomerata 
is absent near the water line but occurs at 2-4 m depths. It is often loose or entangled 
"·ith other plants. In the narrow sounds of Kusta\·i, at Pirisholm, near Likholm and Sika-
lnoto, and at Lypertö, SE side I ha,·e found masses of loose, nearl y unbranched C. glo-
merala at 6-10 m depths. 
In sheltered localities in the inner archipelago, as a lso in sh allow bays in the outer 
archipelago, C. glomerata fonns loosely floating masses on the surface of the water bnt 
occurs also entangled to Chara spp. and Potamogeton pectinalus at 0.2-3.0 ru depths. 
The long bay on the E side of Lohm is an excellent example of this kind of habitat. 
Sorue specimens of C. glomerata, especially untypical, loose and nearly unbranched 
plants, collected in XauYo, Korppoo, KustaYi , Lokalahti, and Parainen have been de-
termined and confirmed by Dr. van den Hoek. 
Cladophora jracta prülJ. ex \"ahl ) Kütz. - \V.-ER..'\ 1952, pp. /5-?6; VAN DEN HOEK 
1963, pp. 199-208, plates 49-50 and 5 1, figs. 6 72-6 76; SöDERSTRÖ~l 1963, pp. 21-32, 
figs. I 2-2 1. 
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The species has been mentioned by H.~YREX many time from the Gulf of Bothnia 
and from the Gulf of Finland. In the Tvärminne Archipelaga the species has also been 
known for a long time. 
SW Archipelago. Liter a ture: HÄYREN 1950b, p. 15, a common alga in the Uusika u-
punk.i Archipelago; 1958, p . "17: Turku, Ruissalo bridge, 1.8.36; Turku, Pitkäsalrni, 1. 9.3;. 
Other collections: none. Own r ecords : Nauvo, Skagsgadd, 15 (var. intricata, 19.7 .64, TUR). 
-Korppoo, Brunskär,12 (Yar. intricala, 2/.8.64, TUR); Lohrn, 6 (\·ar. fracta, 2.6.61, TUR); 
Vargskär, 6 (var.intricata, 17.7.64); Vitharun, 6 (var.intricata, l"i./.64, TUR). 
The material which I collected at Brunskär and a t Lohm was determined by Dr. 
van den Hoek , the former as C. fracta \·ar. inlricata and the latteras C. fracla var . fracla. 
Using this m a t erial for comparison I was able to recognize C. fracta from other localities. 
C. fracta var. intricata grew in geolittoral rock pools v;;th faintly brackish water at-
t ached to the rock. C. fracta Yar. fracta at Lohrn was a detached plant. 
In the southern part of my research area C. fracta seems to be lim.ited to geolittora l 
rock pools. More detailed studies in the inner parts of the SW Archipelaga probably will 
show that it is more common in that area than present collections indicate . 
Cladophora aegagropila (L.) R abenh. - LUTHER 195 1b, pp. 55-58; WiERX 1952 , 
pp. 82-84; VAN DEN HOEK 1963, pp. 51-58, map 3 and plates 11-12. 
C. aegagropila is a widely distributed alga in the inner Baltic. It occurs mainly in the 
inner parts of the archipelagos (cf. W iER.'\ 1952, p. 82). 
SW Archipelago. Litera ture: ÄBERG 1934, pp. 239-242, Nauvo: Storlandet, (:Uö-
viken); HÄYREN 1950b, p. 15, as Aegagropila Martensii, fragments near Pirkholma in 
the Uusikaupunki Archipelago. Other collections: Pa,-aitlen, Toijoisvik (K. Linkola , 
17 .6.11 and 2.8.13, TUR). Own r ecords: I<orppoo, Sandholm, 4 {22.6.64, TUR); Längvik, 
8 (3.7.62, TUR). - Paraitzen, Ersby, I (2./.6-'t, TUR). - Kuslavi, Riihenmaa, W side 
(5. - 7.7.64, TUR). 
At Sandholm only a few 0.5 cm long tufts were found at 6-10 m depths on mud. 
In the inner part of Längvik, at Väsby and Bendby, I found several 0.5-1.0 cm long 
tufts . They occurred either loose on mud or loosely attached to submersed timber at a 
depth of 5 m. In Kustavi (Riihenmaa), I dredged the species from the same depth and 
similar bottom; the tufts here were also only 0.5-1.0 cm long. In Parainen (Ersby), I saw 
C. aegagropila at 0.6 m depth forming sea balls on sandtagether with Sphacelaria radicans. 
My d et errninations of the species have been confirmed by Dr. C. VA..~ DEN H OEK. 
Cladophora rupestris (L.) Kütz. - \ViER.'\ 1952, pp. 80-82; VA..'\ DEN HOEK 1963, 
pp. 64-75, plate 15, figs. 146-163; SöDERSTRÖM 1963, pp. 107-110, figs. 95 - 96. 
On the Finnish shores the species is distribnted in the Gulf of Bothnia as far as thc 
northem archipelago of Vaasa andin the Gulf of Finland as far as K arva (cf. W -'ER.'< 1952, 
p. 80). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: no r ecords. Other collections: none. Own records: Korp-
poo, Gaddama, ·16 {28.7.62, TUR); Jurrno, 13 {26.6.6 2, T UR); Kälö, N side, 11 (15.8.63, 
TUR). - Kt{stavi, Lypertö, N side, I (19. /.63, TUR).- Lokalahti, !so Lehmämaa, W side, 
1 {16.-20.7.62, T UR). 
In Korppoo the species grew on stony bottom at a depth of more than 10m. At Kälö 
the depth was even 15-1 7 m. In Knstavi the species was attached to stones at depths 
of 5-6 m. In Lokalahti the depth was only 1-2 m, but the species was found on apre-
cipitous shore as an epiphyte on Fucus vesiculosus. 
The largest plants, about 12 cm long, I found in Korppoo (Gaddarna). All the other 
plants were smaller, ca. 2 cm long. 
C. rupestris does not seem to be common in my research area, but because it not in-
frequently grows between !arge stones, it may have escaped Observation when investiga-
tion was made by dredging. 
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Spirogyra Link - LAKO\\"ITZ J 929, pp. J 86-J 89; LEVRING 1940, p. 2"1. 
Many species of Spirogyra have been found in the Baltic in sheltered localities near 
the coast (cf. LAKOWITZ 1929, pp. 186-189). 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: no records . Other collections: uone. Own records: I haYe 
usually found only single sterile threads in sheltered localities among other algae. Only 
once, in Kemiö (Flisholm), 2 (23./.64., TVR) did I find masses of Spirogyra in a shallow 
bay together with Phragmiles. There it occurred on mixed saudy and muddy bottom at 
a depth of ca. 2 m. 
2. Phaeophyceae 
Pilayella littoralis (L.) Kjellm. - Kvtn; 1937, pp. 5-6; \V A;R.."< 1952, pp. 11 t-11 3; 
LU.t-."D 1959, pp. 38-39; RUSSELL 1961a, pp. 30-31;b, p. 101; CARDINAL 1964,pp.11-13, 
fig. 1; DIXON & RUSSELL 1964, p. 280. 
P. rupitlcola was separated by KYLIN (193/) from P.littoralis because according to 
his studies it lacked an alteration of generations. He also found morphological characters 
which appeared to distinguish it from P. littoralis. Subsequently this concept was sup-
ported by some authors (cf. RUSSELL 1963, p. 4.69), and only P. rupincola was supposed 
to occur in the Baltic (LEVRJNG 1940). W A;RN (1952) was the first to doubt the validity 
of P. mpincola as an independent species, but he still wrote about P. rupincola. Later 
P. mpincola was rejected as a separate species by Lu.r-."D (1959), RussEr.L (1961 b), and 
CARDINAL (196'•). 
P. littoralis is widely distributed in the inner Baltic. It occurs at least as far as near 
Vaasa in the Gulf of Bothnia and near Krasnaja Gorka in the Gulf of Finland (cf. WA;R..'< 
1952, p . 111) . 
SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖMFELT 1884, pp. 132-133, Nauvo (Fagerholmen); 
HÄYREN 1950b, p.16, the Uusikaupunki Archipelago; A.NDERSSON 1955, pp. 139- 140, 
many records from Hiittinen, Kauvo and Turku: Ruissalo; KASKINEN 1964, pp. 85-86, 
many records from Airisto. Other collections: Nauvo, Fagerholm (Strömfelt, 1882, H). -
Korppoo (Elfving, 18 72, H). - Parainen, Levo (Linkola, 1910, TUR); Pyhänsuu (Lin-
kola, 1910,TUR); Tennäs (Linkola 1910, TUR); Tennäs (Linkola, 19"10, H). - Karuna 
(Elfving, 1872, H). Own records: P. littoralis is one of the most common algae in my 
research area. I have found it everywhere, except the inner part of Parainen and Pitkä-
salmi, near Turku. 
On rocky shores P. littoralis is typical in the lower part of the hydrolittoral zone and 
in the upper part of the sublittoral zone, occurring as an undergrowth of Fucus vesiculosus. 
In the outer archipelago of Nauvo and Korppoo P. littoralis may be up to 10 cm long in 
such growths. In the inner parts of the SW Archipelaga and in harbours the tufts are 
often only 2-3 cm long and porous. They are densely covered with diatorns. Similar 
growths have been seen attached to Iaudings and other similar structures in harbours, 
for example, in Korppoo: Galtby; Rumar; \"erkan; and Nauvo: Fagerholm. 
In the upper part of the sublittoral zone P. littoralis also occurs as an epiphyte on 
Fucus vesiculosus; often together with Elachista fucicola. When these two epiphytes are 
thus associated, P. littoralis occurs below E. fucicola. Such growths are typical in my 
research localities in Hiittinen, the outer part of Kauvo, Korppoo, and Houtskari, where 
Fucus vesiculosus begins to occur at a depth of O. r.--1.o m . The individual plants of P. lit-
toralis may be more than 20 cm long. Single small tufts grow on Fucus vesicttlosus in 
deeper water and also on Furcellaria jastigiata. In Lokalahti (Iso Lehmämaa) I have 
dredged P. lilloralis about 1 cm long from 20 m depth, growing on Furcwaria jastigiata. 
In Korppoo, near the skerries Gaddama, \V of Jurmo P. litloralis occurred as an epiphyte 
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on Cladoplwra rupestris and Ceramium rubrum at a depth of 12 m. Both species were 
densely co\·ered with small tufts about 0.5 cm long. I have seen P. littoralis in Korppoo 
(Lohm, 13 .6.65, and Utö, 20 .6.65) growing epiphytica!ly on Ceramitun tenuicorne in the 
hydrolittoraL 
P. litloralis occurs attached to .Vfytilus edulis at various depths. On flat a nd sandr 
shores in the outer archipelago P . littoralis occurs as an epiphyte on Potamogeton pectinatus 
and old leaves of Zostera marina a t depths of 0.2-1.0 m. Such localities a re Dragsfjärd: 
Sandö; Korppoo: Estrevlan; and )<am ·o: Angsö. In these places it is \·ery small, 1-2 cm 
long but weil developed, an d numerous unilocular sporangia are to be found. 
Unilocular sporangia are common on P. littoralis growing in the hydrolittoral and 
the upper p art of the sublittoraL They have been found as early as the beginning of )!ay 
and may still be present a t tbe beginning of November. Plurilocular sporangia a lso occur 
throughout the summer, but they a re less common than the unilocular sporangia. In deep 
water both sporangial types a re infrequent, but they ba,-e been found even at a depth 
of 12 m. 
F or the present I am not sure about the occurrence of gametophytes in my research 
area {RAVANKO 1965a) . According to R~SSELL {196 1a, p. 30) the gametophytes a re ve ry 
small in size and bear plurilocular gamet angia terminally. Gametopbytes are said to be 
unco=on and have been found only in spring. )[ost Pilayella plants a re sporophytes . 
Also according t o CARDINAL (196ft, fig. 1) the gametophytes are small and bear terminal, 
sometimes lateral plurilocular gamet angia. 
Ectocarpus confervoides (Roth) Le Jol. s.lat.- WJER.'i 1952 , pp. 11 3-118, figs . 50 
and 5 1. 
In the Baltic E. confervoides s. lat . has been found as far as Raahe in the Gulf of 
Bothnia and as far as \"yborg in the Gulf of Finland (cf. W JER.'i 1952, p. 11 '•) . 
SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖ:\IFELT 18 !t, p. 133, a common species; HXYRE:s-
'1950b, p . 16, as E . siliculosus, the l·usikaupunki Archipelago; A;:..-nERSSO:s- 1955, p. '140 , 
a common a lga in Hiittinen , Nauvo, and Turku: Ruissalo; K.ASKIXEN 1964, pp. 86-S;, 
many records a t Airisto. Other collections: J(orppoo, t:tö (Elh-ing, 1872, H). - Parainen, 
Kvidj a (Linkola, 1913, H ); Levo (Linkola, 1910 , H ); Pyhänsuu (Linkola, 19 10, H ); Ten-
näs (Linkola, 1910, H , TUR) . - Kakskerta , Satava, Höyttinen (H. v;aren, 19:l 1, TCR). 
- Askainen, Pukkila (Linkola, 1910, H ). Own records: In my research area E. conjer-
voides s. lat. penetrates farthest of all brown algae into the innl"r archipelago. I ba\·e seen 
it growing in Turku (near tbe Hin·ensalo bridge and at Pitkäsalmi: \"ähä-Heikkilä). 
It occnrs between the water surface and a depth of at least 12 m, attacbed to rocks, stones, 
gravel, sand , timber, sh ells of mussels , \·arious algae (Fucus vesiculosus, Chorda jilum , 
Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus , and Furcellaria jastigiata), and aquatic phanerogams (Phrag-
mites communis, Potamogeton pectinatus, P. perfolialus, Jly riophyllwn spicatwn, etc. 
Sometimes it is loose. 
The species is variable in colour, size, and shape of the plurilocular sporangia, which 
are common. They are tobe found already in :\Iay, andin September I ha\-e still obsen·ed 
them . I h ave found p lurilocular sporangia also on specimens from the inner part of the 
a.rchipelago, from Turku (Pitkäsalmi) . These sporangia, however, were unusual. Some 
of them were branched, while others were broad at the base but narrow at the apex, and 
thus sharply deliruited into two parts. Probably the sporangia had ceased growing for 
a certain time and la ter began t o grow again. 
Unilocular sporangia are rarer than plurilocular sporangia. They occur mostly on the 
same plants as plurilocular sporangia. 
I have seen botb sporangia types in material from the fo!lowing localities. - .\' auvo, 
Seili, 3 ( 23.9.65, on Chorda jilum ). - K arppoo, Julholm, 4 {23.6.62 , on Fucus); Jurmo, 
13 {1.8.6 1 and 27 . 7 . 6~ . on Charda filum and D icl.\•os iphon fomiculaceu ~); Längük, 8 
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(:L;.62, on Fucu s); Rasklaks, 6 (:J./.62, ou Fucus); Ctö, 18 (20 .6.65, on rocks iu the hydro-
littoral); Yerkan , '• (10.6 .62 and 2./.62 , on a landing) . 
In Jurmo I ha ,·e collected E. conjeruoides ( 1. 8.6 1) with only unilocular sporangia. 
In h arbours and in shallow bays where E. conjervoides occurs near the water surface 
either loose or a ttached to tim ber structures, Phragmiles, and detached plants, its colour 
is oli,·e green. Plurilocular sporangia a re abundant , but m ostly they a re very slender, 
often not broader than the \'egetati,·e cells, and they termiuate in long colourless hairlike 
structures. Such planl~ I h a,·e seen, for example, in Korppoo: Ahvensaari (on timber 
nea r the landing); at Lohm, X side (on Phragmiles); and at \ 'erkan (on timber). 
Especia lly in early summer E. conjervoides can be seenon rocks near the water surface 
tagether with Cladopho1•a glomerala. Such plants are olive green as a re those growing in 
harbours and shallow bays, but the sporangia a re mostly without ha irlike appendages. 
In deeper water E. confe•·voides often occurs on Fucus vesiculosus. The plants are 
brownish, and the plurilocular sporangia a re quite broad without hairlike structures. 
Similar plants occur more seldom on Chorda jilum aud Dictyosiphon joeniculaceus. In the 
lower part of the sublittoral E . conjervoides grows on Furcellaria fastigiala. 
In K orppoo (H e,·osluoto) E . conjervoides was attached to coarse sand at a depth of 
abont 5 m forming a pure growth. The tufts were 10-20 cm long and very d ark oli,-e 
green . H airless plurilocular sporangia occurred. 
As a whole, E. conjervoides is higWy \'ariable in my research area. Th.is variability 
scems t o be due to external conditions, especially light intensity . 
Waerniella lucijuga (Kuck .) K yl. - \LER::\ I 9:36, pp. 329-:342; 19:52, pp. 11 8-120. 
On the Finnish shores 1!'. lucijuga has been found near Tvärminne and in many 
localities between Aland and Helsinki (cf. \\'.iERS 1952, p. 11 8). 
S\V Archipclago. Litte rature: \\'.'EIL'\' 1952, fig. 52; ANDERSSO:s- 1955, p. 140, one 
record in Hüttinen (Tunhamn). Othe r collections: Hiiltinen, (Tunhamn , leg. Holger Sältin, 
1!150, H ). Own records: K emiö, Lill-Tjll\·holm, 2 (2:!./.6'.). - Nat•vo, Rödharun, 20 
(2 1. /.G'•): Simonsharun, IR (21./.6'•); Söderholm, 15 ( 19./.6'•). - K orppoo, the skerries 
near .Kalvholm , N\\' of X au,·o, :l (2't./.64 ); Vargskär , 6 (11.1.6'•, TUR); a high islet, XW 
of Yitharun, 6 (11.1.6 '•).- Lo/1alahti, Iso Lelunämaa, XW side, I ( 16.-20./.62). 
A:s-DERSSON's record as weil as my own records a re indica ted on map 6. 
In my research a rea I ha\'e found Waenziella lucijuga in geolittoral rock fissures, 
cred ces, and ca\'es. In fissures the species can be seen a lone, but in credces and ca,·es 
it is associated with Rhodochorlon purpuretmz, Hildenbrandia prololypus, Rhizoclonium 
t>iparitmz , and Pseudendoclonium marimun. In ca,·es, W. lucijuga is concentrated on the 
,·ertica l surfaces and ceil ings. It forms dense carpets, the threads of which are usually 
shorter than I 111111. Thc best de\'e loped carpets that I ha,-e seen were a t Vargskär in 
Korppoo. In most p laces, howe\'er, the carpets were ,-ery limited andin the material from 
Lokalahti I could find only a few threads. 
I ha,-e not found sporangia in my material. 
Sphacelaria radicans (Dillw.) C. Agardh - \\' .iERX I Y't 5, pp. I, 00-', 0 1; 1952, pp . 
96-98, figs. :18 aud :19 a and b. 
In the inner Baltic 5. t>adtCOIIS has been mentioned from Björköby: \ ·alsöarna, at 
Storösund, in the Gulf of Bothnia; and in the Gulf of Fiuland the species occurs a t least 
near Helsink.i, Degerö. In the a rchipelago west of Hanko Peninsula the species has been 
collected from Tenhola by HÄYRE:s- (cf. \V.T;R.'I 1952, p . 96). 
S \\' Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections: none. Own records : K orp-
poo, Julholm, '• (2:!.6.6'•, TlJR).- /{uslal'i, R.iihenmaa, 3 (5.-1.1.6,, TlJR). - Parainen, 
nea r Bergholm and Finnholm, I ( IO.;.r,•,, TCR); between Bockholm and Granö, :l (2:1./.6'•, 
'JTR\; R rsby, I U./.fi',, Tl'R). 
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In Korppoo (Julholm) some small tufts (ca. 0.5 cm long) of 5. radicans were attached to 
rocks in the hydrolittoral rock crevices. On timber structures I have found plants 1. ()--- 1.5 
cm Iongin Parainen, near Bergholm and Finnholm, and in KustaYi, Riihenmaa at 4-5 m 
depth. At Ersby in Parainen I noticed plants lying loose in shallow water and forming 
abundant so-called sea balls, 2-3 cm long. 
In material collected in Kustavi (Riihenmaa) I have observed sessile unilocular spo-
rangia. 
5phacelaria arctica Harv.- W.IER-'1 1952, pp. 100-107, figs. '.t, 43, and 44 . 
In the inner Baltic 5. arct-ica is distributed as far as Ratan in the Gulf of Bothnia 
and as far as the innermost part of the Gulf of Finland (cf. WJERN 1952, p. 104). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: ANDERSSON 1955, p. 139, two plants in Ruissalo; KASKI-
NEN 1964, p. 85, Airisto. Other collections: none . Own records: Dragsfjärd, Karaskär, I 
(cast ashore, 22./.64}.- Korppoo, Brunskär, 12 (lying loose in a rock pool, 2./.64, TUR); 
Huvudskär, 13 (lying loose in shallow water, 26 .; .62, TüR); Julholm, 4 (22.6.64, TUR); 
Kalvholm, 6 (1:!.8.63, TUR); Lyddarholm, 10 (29.8.62, TCR); Teijula, 4 (cast ashore, 
18.6.64,TUR); Vargskär, 6 (17.7.64, TUR). - Kustavi, near Likholm and Sikaluoto, 1, 
(19.7.63, TUR) ; Lypertö, SE side, 2 (19.7.63, TüR); Pirisholm, t, (19.7.63, TUR; Riihen-
maa, 3 (5.7.64, TUR). - Lokalahti, ! so Lehmämaa, N side, 1 (1 /./.62} . - Parainm, 
between Bockholm and Granö, 3 (23./.64, TUR) . - The distribution of the species is 
shown on map ; . Open dots indicate specimens, cast ashore. 
In my research area only a few individual plants were obsen·ed in each locality. These 
were small, 1.()---2.5 cm long. I found unilocular sporangia in material fromKorppoo (Kalv-
holm and Lyddarholm). The material from Brunskär contained plurilocular sporangia . 
5. arctica has been observed attached to rocks and stones in Korppoo at Julholm, 
Kalvholm, Lyddarholm, and Vargskär. At ]ull10lm and \'argskär it grew in a shaded 
rock crevice at a depth of 0.5 m. At Kalvholm and Lyddarholm it occurred at ca . 10 m 
depth among Furcellaria fastigiata and Phyllophora brodiaei. In the rest of the localities 
5. arctica occurred either loose or entangled with other algae at depths of 4-10 m. 
Lithoderma subextensmn vVa!I11 - W.IERN 1949, pp. 659-662, fig. 4; 1952, p . I '•8. 
This species was described by W ./ER-" ( 194 9) from the Öregrund Archipelago. At pre-
sent very little is known about its distribution on Finnish shores. In the 'I'värminne 
Archipelago it was first observed by W lERN and later many times by others. In the Gulf 
of Bothnia I have seen it at Norrskär in the \'aasa Archipelago, where it was growing on 
stones in shallow water (24.6.65, TUR). L. subextensum is probably yery widely distrib-
uted, for on the Swedish coast it has been found in the northernmost part of the Bothnian 
Bay by PEKKARI (1965, p. 214). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: fu,-.;nERSSON 1953, pp. 44.-46, in Hüttinen (unpublished). 
KASKTNEN (1964, p. 87} supposed that the common Lithoderma crusts at Airisto belong 
to L. st;bextensum. Own records: In my research area L. St<btxletlSU IIl seerns to be a very 
common alga although it is best developed in the southern part, namely in Hüttinen, 
Nauvo, Korppoo, and Houtskari. In the inner part of the Parainen Archipelago and in 
Turku (Pitkäsalrni) I was unable to find it despite careful searching. 
L. subextmsum is specially abundant in the geolittoral rock pool , in the hydrolittoral, 
and in the upper part of the sublittoral on stones and rocks. On small stones I have ob-
served it even at a depth of 10 m. 
Lithoderma rosenvingii \Va!I11 - W lER-" 194 9, pp. 655-65 , fig . 3 and pl. II; 1952, 
pp. 146-14.7. 
Like L. subextensum, L. rosenvingii also was described as a new species by \V .IER-'1 
from the Öregrund Archipelago. In Finland the species has also been found by W.-$RN 
in the Tvärminne Archipelago. 
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S\\' Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collectiollS: none. Own records: Pound 
only twice in material from Na.uvo, Salskären, 25 {29 .6.63) and from Loka.lahti, Iso Lehmä-
maa, I {16.-20.;.62). 
This apparent rarity, howe\·er , is probably due to insnfficient investigation in deep 
water. In both eases the ernst.~ were dredged from a depth of about I 0 m. 
P etrodenna maculiforme (Wollny) Kuek. - W A;RN 194 9, pp. 663-66 i, pl. I; 1952, 
pp. 1'.t - 14 3. 
Along the Finnish shores P. maculiforme was reported from Bergö, south of Marie-
hamn (Aland) by WA;RN (1952, p . "141), who also saw it a few times in the Öregrund 
Arehipelago, Sweden. During the ordie C\Iarine Botanieal Course at Tvärminne in 1965 
Lic.phil. SVANTE PEKKARI showed P. maculiforme to the class in the vieinity of the land-
ing of the zoologieal Station. 
S\V Arehipelago. Literature: no reeords . Other eolleetions: none . Own reeords: 1'\'auvo, 
Orhisaari, :l a (26.5.66, Tt:R); \'ikom, 5 (2:1.9.65) . - Korppoo, Julholm , ~ side, 4 (/.6.6'•); 
Kulm, S side, 6 (6.9.6 4, TUR); Lahm, S side, 6 {2 1.8 .6'•. TUR). 
The speeies grows in the uppermost part of the hydrolittoral and the lowermost part 
of the geolittoral. I have seen it mostly on sandstone. The crusts are either very dark 
brown or somewhat reddish. The size of the ernst is small, 0.5-2.5 mm in diameter. I have 
seen uniloeular sporangia in material eollected at Lahm (S side) . In these erusts I also 
saw hairs.l 
Elachisla. fu cicola (\'ell.) Aresch. - W.-€RX 1952, pp . 153-155.1 
Aecording to the Iiterature E. fucicola oeeurs on the Finnish eoast as far as Raahe 
in the Gulf of Bothnia and at least as far as Porvoo in the Gulf of Finland (cf. W .lERN 
1952, p.154). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖMFELT 188 '•, p. 132; HÄYREN 1950b, p . 1i, the 
Gusikaupnnki Archipelago; ANDERSSON 1955, p. 141, Hiittinen, Nauvo, and Turku: 
Ruissalo; KASKINEN 1964, p. 8;, many localities at Airisto. Other eolleetiollS: Nauvo, 
Fagerholm (Strömfelt, 1882, H); Korppoo, Gtö (Elfving, 1872, H); Parainen, PyhällSuu 
(Linkola, 1910, H, TUR); Tennäs (Linkola, 1910, H). Own records: E. fucicola decreases 
towards the inner parts of the arehipelago, but it does not disappear eompletely, and I 
ha ve not been able to distinguish between eeological distriets as W .lERN did in the Swedish 
Baltic (cf. 1950, pp. 23-24 and 1952, p. 21, fig. 11). He was able to divide the Öregrund 
Archipelaga into two areas, the Elachisla distriet and the Fontinalis distriet. These distriets 
were distinguished by the presenee of either Elachista fucicola or Fonti~talis dalecarlica, 
which are absolute indieator speeies. The Fontinalis district in the west, near the coast, 
indieates the water flowing southwards from the Bothnian Bay, while the Elachista district 
in the east reflects the water of the Baltic flowing northwards. 
In the inner part of my researeh area in Parainen I have seen E. fucicola only at the 
mouth of Tervsund. In Kusta,-i, exeepting Lypertö (~ side), it was also much rarer than 
in Hiittinen, Nauvo, Korppoo, and Houtskari. At Kustavi (Riihenmaa) only small speci-
mens were found at a depth of 2 m. In Lokalahti (Iso Lehmämaa) it was well developed 
on the N side, but on the S side I saw only fragments. Fo11tinalis dalecarlica has not been 
found in my research area. 
In the outer parts of my research area E. fucicola is typieal in somewhat sheltered 
loealities. It grows on the upper part of Fucus vesiculosus, at depths of 0.2-0.5 m. How-
ever, E. fu cicola also oeeurs deeper and ean be found at 3-'• m. - The distribution of 
the species is shown on map 8. 
In my researeh area E. fucicola is a species of late summer. It is best developed in 
July and August, but small plants ean be seen, already in ){ay. At the end of September 
globular specimens without lang assirnilative filaments are to be seen. 
I haye seen plants with uniloeular sporangia only in material from Nauvo (Ängsö), 
8 (25.8.64) . 
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Leathesia difformis (L .) Aresch.- LAKO\\"ITZ 1929, pp . 26;-268, fig. ;J;O; DC RI.ETZ 
1 9~0a, pp. 363-36'•; LEVRIXG 19t, O, p . !,8; ROSEXYIXGE & L"C"XD 19'tl , pp. 8- 11 , fig. 1 ; 
MATHillSEX 1965, pp. 'i 1-'i 5, figs . 2 and 3. 
In Finland the species was found for the firs t time in the T\"ärminne Archipelaga 
( I 953) by TOINI TIKKAKEX and identified by \V!ERX (cf. )L-I.THIESEX I 965, p. ; I). In the 
Aland Archipelago, at \ "itfägelskär, the species was found later ( I 95ti) by LISBETH 
MATIIIESEX (1965, p. 71). 
SvV Archipelago. Litera ture: no records. Other collections: Prof. AXTERO \".-\ARA~!A 
has brought me Potamogeton pectinatus from Xau\"o, Seili (August I 965, TCR) bearing 
L. difformis with both unilocul a r and p lurilocular sporangia on the same plants. Prof. 
HANS LüTHER has seen L. difformis on Ruppia from Hiittinen, Högsä ra , collected by 
ULF LINDGREN. Own records: Dragsfjärd, Sandö, S\\" side, 2 (1 .-:l.'i.6:l and 22 .;.6'•. 
unilocular sporangia , TUR) . -Nauvo, Ängsö, 8 ( 12.8.6 '•. unilocular sporangia).- Korppoo, 
Estre\·lan, 14 (2'i./.62, uni- and plurilocular sporangia, TCR); Julholm and the skerries 
near it, '• (7.-22.6.64, TCR, 16.8.6'•). -See map 9 for the distributiou of the species. 
In Dragsfj ärd (Sandö) L. difformis occurred on a flat and sandy shore in shallow 
water, 0.5-1.5 m deep on Potamogeton pecti11afus, which was wholly covered with sm all 
epiphytes. Especially small specimens of Ettdesme viresce11s and P ilayella littoralis aceur-
red in abundan ce among L. difformis, which was small, the largest being ca. 0.5 cm in 
d iameter. In Korppoo (Jurmo, Estrevlan) L. diffonnis grew also on Potamogeton pectina-
tus, but chiefly on old drifting lea\"es of Zosfera marina. There I ha\·e seen the la rgest 
ind ividual specimens hitherto known from Finland, some of them about 1.5 cm in diame-
ter (Fig. 3). At Jull10lm they were smaller, usually less than 0.5 cm in cliameter, but 
often the individua l plants unite, forming irregular masses. At Julholm the species 
occurred epiphytically on Potamogeton pecfinafus and Phragmifes. In Xau\·o, -~ngsö I saw 
a few p lants a nd they were \"ery small, only l .o-1 .5 mm in diameter. 
Eudesme virescens (Carm. ) J. G . Agardh - SKOTTSBERG 19 11 , pp. 11 - 15, fig. '•; 
ROSENVINGE & L UXD '19'tl , pp. 2X-30, fig. 10; KYLIX 19!,;, pp . 5t>-5'i, fig. '•8 B; 
ANDERSS0:\1 1955, pp.HI - 142, fig. 2; LL"-"D 1959, pp.1 19-121, fig. 25. 
E. virescens was first reported from Finland by \"ÄLIKAXGAS ( L 909), who saw it near 
Tvärminne Zoological Station. Later it has been found in many localities near T\·ärminne. 
I have seen it near Hanko in 1965. Its easternmost obser\"ed locality in the Gulf of Fin-
land is near the island Suursaari in the U.S.S.R. (cf. H.h"REX 19't0). STRÖ~IFELT did not 
see it at a ll on his excursion to the Finnish SW Archipelaga in 1882, but t o judge from 
the stage of development of the other annual brown algae reported by him, he probably 
made his excursion late in summer, when E. t"irescens might already ha\·e disappeared. 
SW Ar chipelago. Literature: AXDERSSOX 1955, p. I '• 1, only in the Gullkrona district. 
Other collections: Hiittinm, Tunhamn (Kallio, 195 1, TCR). 0"'-n records: Dragsfjärd, 
Helsingholm, Kälklobb, and Sandö, 2 ( 1.-3.; .63 and 22.; .64, TuR). - Hiitti11en, Lindörn, 
3 (30.6.63); Skogskär, 1 (30.6.63); Stubbö, 4 (3. ;.63); the Tunhamn mainland, 2 (30.6 .62). 
- Nauvo, Färö, 23 (30./ .62 and 20./.64 ); Hummelskär, 13 (25.;.6:! and 30.'i.62); Husskär, 
2 1 (30.6.6:l, TUR); L äderskä r, 1 i (5 . ; .63); )Iiraholm, 15 ( 19.; .I>'•); )fossaskär, I '• (25.8.62); 
Simonsharun, 18 (21.'i.6'•); Skagsgadd, 15 (19.i.64); Söderholm, 15 (19.8.6'•); TrwlSÖ-
K al.ksk ä r, 27 (29.7 .62). - Korppoo, Estre\"lan, 14 (2i.i.62, TCR); Gaddarna, S \\" of 
Jurmo, 16 (28.7 .62); Gal tby, '• {4./.62); Galtbp·iken, '• (2't.6 .62, TuR); Granö, \\" of 
Lahm, 6 (18.'i.64); between Kulm and \"erkholm, 6 {1 .;.6'•, TuR); He\·osluoto, \\"siele, 
I (11. 7.62, TUR); Hummelskär , 5 (13.8.6'•, T"CR); HU\·udskär , 13 (26.'i.62, TUR); Jul-
holm , t, (22 .-25.6.62, TUR and 6.-8.6.6'•, TCR); Jurmo, 13 {26.;.62, TCR); Lahm, Ii 
(July 6 1, 13.6.65); Läng\·ik, 8 (3. i .62); R äsklaks, 6 (5.; .6't , TCR); Sandholm, '• (22.6.6'•, 
TUR); Sandvikharu , 15 (:!8./.6 2); utö, 18 (28.;.62 and 20.6.65, TUR); \ 'argskär, 6 
( 1/.- 19.7.6!,); \'erkan, '• (13.5.62, 23.6.6:!, and 2./.62); \"itharun and the skerries near 
it, 6 ( L'i.;.6!t). -Kustavi, Lypertö, 1 (19.'i.63). -Thedistributionofthespeciesisshown 
on map 10. 
Kusta\· i, Lypertö is nO\Y the northernmost known locality for E. t'iresce11s in Finlancl. 
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E. virescens is an annual species, and I haye seen it fertile a lready in ::11ay. It is best 
developed a t the end of June. Laterit disappears though it can be seen a t least until the 
end of July in the outer a rchipelago, where it is best developed and grows abundantly. 
The Iongest plants which I have seen were nearly 30 cm in length . 
In most cases I have seen E. virescens growing on rocks and stones at depths of 20-50 
cm forming re lati\·ely pure growths. In the same localities it can often be seen on Fucus 
vesiwlosus in the uppermost part of the Fucus-belt . On flat and sandy shores the species 
occurs together with Lealhesia differmis as an epiphyte on Potamogeton pectinalus and 
on old leaves of Zoslera marina. Such localities are Korppoo (Julholm, Estre\·lan) and 
Dragsfjärd (Sandö). In Korppoo (Galtby, Galtbydken, Julholm, and Sandholm) I have 
seen E . virescens growing on Phragmiles communis . The plants of E, t•irescens growing 
epiphytically on Polamogeton pectinalus and Phragmites conm1U 11is a re usually small, 
such as those depicted by SKOTTSBERG I 9 1 1, fig. '•, c. 
E. virescens has a lways been found with unilocular sporangia in m y research localities; 
I h a,·e never seen plurilocular organs. 
Desmotrichum undulalum (] . G. Agardh) R einke - SKOTTSBERG 19 11 , pp. 5-10, 
figs. 2 and :l; DU RmTz 1980a, pp. 36 1-863; LE\.RI:-;G 19t,O, pp. 50-5 1; KYLI:-i 191t 7, 
pp. ?2-73, fig. 59 A and B; j.usr:-;D 195;, pp. 216-2 18, fig. 6; 1965, pp. 8/-89, fig. 26. 
Recent studies JAASU:-;D ( 195/ and I %5) ha,·e shown that D . balticwn Kütz., D. sco-
pu.lorwn Reinke, and Streblonema. (En tonema) effusum Kylin a re only different stages 
in the development of D. undulatum. 
There a re only a few records of D. tmdula.tum in the inner Baltic. On the Swedish 
coast of the Baltic it has been mentioned in the Iite rature from Xynäshamn (m; RTETZ 
19:l0a, as D. balticum) and from Blek.inge (LEnnxc 19't0, as D. balticum). 
In Finland the species was first mentioned by SKOTTSBERG ( 19 11 ), who observed it 
at Land-Björkskär at TYärminne. According to SKOTTSBERG the plants were inte rmediate 
between D. balticum Kütz, and D. scopulorum R einke, but because his Desmolrichum bad 
sporangia which were not imbedded in the thallus, he referred it to D. scopulorum (as 
f. feuni ca) . 
Already DU RmTz {1930a, p. 36 1) was of the opinion that SKOTTSBERG's plants belong 
to the same species as DU Rn:Tz's D. balticum from Xynäshamn. 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collect ions: none. Own records : Drags-
jjärd, Randö, 2 {1. /.63 , 22./.6'•, Tl.R ). - Korppoo, Julholm and the skerries near it, '• 
(/ .6.6 '•, TUR) ; Ctö, 18 {10.6.65, Tt.R). - The distribution of the species is shownon 
map II . 
In material collected in Dragsfjärd (Sandö) I obsernd the species for the first time 
in 196:3. Only a few uniseriate filaments with plurilocular organs were seen when studying 
the material under a microscope. The filaments were attached to Z oslera ma.t-ina.. In the 
following year I obsen·ed D. undulalum on P otamogeton pectinatus in material from the 
same locality. The specimens had weil deYeloped plurilocular organs as weil as many 
old, empty organs. I saw also broader pluriseriate ribbons in this material. ::\lost of these 
pluriseriate ribbons were without sporangia, but they had abundant hairs with a basal 
growing point. The Chromatophores could easily be seen, and they were small disklike 
structures. 
In Korppoo (Julholm) D . tmdulalrtm occurred as an epiphyte on Potamogeton pecti-
!lalrt s and Phragmiles commwris together with Eudesme virescens and Lealhesia diffonnis. 
These were u p to 2 cm long and bore both plurilocular and unilocular ergans on the same 
plants. Reproducti\·e organs occurred on both uni- and pluriseriate threads; some of 
them were imbedded in the thallus. Some of the pluriseriate plants bad very short hranches. 
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Among this material I also discovered partly endophytic plants (see fig. 1 C). Only long 
and broad plurilocular organs and hairs were seen on the surface of the host. 
In Korppoo (Utö) D. undulatum occurred on and in Ceramium tenuicorne. The ir-
regular endophytic filaments were growing between the cortical cells of Ceramium. In 
the innermost parts of the filaments were equally thick plurilocular organs, similar to 
those in Streblonema oligosporum. HoweYer, on these same filaments were also seen plu-
riseriate organs with a broader base. This sporangium type, which is simi!ar to that de-
picted by ]AASUND (1957, fig. 6, e and 1965, fig. 26, C), was dominant in the outer part 
of the endophyte from which there arose upright, unbranched filaments with several 
plurilocular organs, some unilocular sporangia, and hairs. The plurilocular organs were 
pluriseriate and broad at the base. They were lateral and most of them were not imbedded 
in the thallus. Most of the upright filaments were uniseriate, although pluriseriate rib-
bons also occurred. 
Outside my special research area I have found D. undulatwn also on Ceramium tenui-
corne collected near the town of Hanko (19.6.65, TUR). These plants were less vigorous 
than those collected at Utö. Nearly all threads were uniseriate. Plurilocular organs aceur-
red on both the upright epiph::y1:ic threads aud on the endophytic Streblonema-like part 
--~~--~ (P.O o 
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FIG. '1. Desmotrichum ttndttlat1~m. - A. Monosiphonaus threads with many sporangia. -
B. Young polysiphonaus threads.- C. Partly endophytic plants. - Drawn from formalin-
preserved material, collected from Potamogtton pectinatus in Korppoo (Julholm) ;.6.64. 
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of the plants. I ha,·e also found similar plants on C. lenuicorne collected at Kökar, near 
the naval guard and at ){ärket in the . .\.land Sea (20.-21.6.65, TUR). 
5tictyosiphon tortilis (Rupr.) Reinke - W.~R.."\"' 1952, pp. 155- 159, fig. 70. 
5. tortilis is known from the Gulf of Bothnia as far as Raahe and from the Gulf of 
Finland to Krasnaja Gorka in the U.S.S.R. (cf. WJER..'-< 1952, p . 156). 
S"\V Archipelago. Literature: STRÖMFELT 1884, p. 128 (as Phloeospora tortilis), NaU\·o, 
Stenskär and Fagerholmen; HÄ \'REN 1950b, p. 17, the Uusikaupunk.i Archipelago ; 
A:-IDERSSON 1955, pp. 141-142, many localities in the Gullkrona district; KASKINEN 
1964, p. 88, 1-2 cm long fragments in three localities at Airisto. Other collections: Korp-
poo, Utö (Elfving, 18 72, H).- Nauvo, Stellskär (Strömfelt, 1882, H).- Parainen, Bod-
lläs (Linkola, 1910, H, TUR); Kvidja (Linkola, 191 3, H, TUR) ; Pyhänsuu (Linkola, 
1910, H ). Own records: I have seen 5. tortilis in most of the im·estigated localities. It 
becomes more scarce, however, towards the ilmer parts of the archipelago. In the inner 
part of the Parainen Archipelaga and near Turku I did not find it. Similarly, near the 
bridge of Stattmark I have seen only poor specilnens. In Kustavi, except Lypertö, N side, 
it was rare. - The distribution of 5tictyosiphon tortilis is shown Oll map 12. 
In Hüttinen, Dragsfjärd, Korppoo, Nauvo, and Houtskari 5. tortilis is common. 
It can be seen in the lower part of the hydrolittoral together with Dictyosiphon foenicula-
ceus and D. chordaria. It often grows Oll the sides of stones and in rock crevices . Deeper, 
it also occurs as an undergrowth of Fuetts vesiculosus and epiphytically on Fucus. On 
FIG. 2. Desmotrichum tmdulatum. - A . :llonosiphonous threads. - B. A polysiphonaus 
thread with abundant hairs and a short brauch. - Drawn from formalin-preserved ma-
terial : A, collected from Zostera marina and Potamogeton pectinatus in Dragsfjärd (Sandö) 
1.7.63, and B, from Phragmites communis in Korppoo (Julholm) 18.6.64.. 
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sand and mud it often forms !arge, detached, vegetati\·ely reproducing masses. Especially 
in the outer parts of ::\fau\·o and Korppoo uch masses occur in abundance at depths of 
(2-) :l-7 (-8) m. Here the plants are rigid and very dark in colour. Such masses of 
5. tortilis may prevent many other a!gae from growing. The harmfu1 effect of the species 
on phanerogams h as been obsen·ed by LüTHER (195lb, p. 53). 
I have not seen reproductive organs in my collections. 
Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus (Huds.) Gre\·. - \LER.'-" I <J52, pp. 162- 163. 
In the inner Baltic D. foeniculaceus is kno""n from the Gulf of Bothnia as far as Raahe 
and in the Guli of Finland as far as \"yborg (cl. W.'ERS 1952, p. 162). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖ~IFELT 1884, pp. 128-1 :!0 (as D. hippuroides), 
Xauvo (Stenskär and Fagerholmen); H.~nU:x l 950b, p. 17, the t:usikaupunki Archi-
pt!ago; A)IDERSS0:-1 1955, p. I '•2, many localities in Hiittinen, Xau,·o, and Turku: Ruis-
salo; KASKI:-IE:-1 19611, p. 88, Airisto, common only at \ 'iittakari. Other collections: Hi illi-
nen, Högsära (Strömfelt , 1882, H ); Brändö (Linkola , 192;, H ). - Nauvo, Fagerholm, 
(Strörufelt, 1882, H ). - Parainen, Bodnäs (Linkola. 19 10, H ); Pyhänsuu (Linkola, 19 10, 
H, TUR). - T urku, Ruissalo (Ha\·erinen, 1952, TCR). Own r ecords: D . fomiculaceus 
is common in my research a rea. Only in the innermost part of Parainen and in Turku, 
near the Hirvensa lo bridge and in Pitkäsalmi did I not find it. In Kustavi (Riihenmaa, 
W side) the species ,,·as a lso poorly de,·eloped. - The distribution of the species is shom1 
on m ap 13. 
D. foeniwlaceus occurs in the lower hydrolittora l on rock and stones together with 
Dictyosiphon chordaria and Stictyosipholl lortilis. In the npper sublittoral it gro""s epi-
phytically on Fucus vesiculosus . 
I have found unilocular sporangia in specimens collected in the following localities. 
- Nauvo, Kasaholm, 8 (20.8.63); :IIossaskär, 14 (25.;.62); Snäckö, R (25.8.62); Trunsö-
Kalkskär, 2/ (29.7.62).- K orppoo, Gyltö, 9 {26 .8. 62); He,·osluoto, I (12. 7.n2); Lohm , Ii 
{28.8 .62); u llvinger, •J/ (28.8.62). 
Dictyosiphon chordaria Aresch. - \\' .tRS 1952, pp. 163- 164. 
In the inner Baltic D. chordaria occurs in the Guli of Bothnia at least as far as Raahe 
and in the Guli of Finland as far as Gtria, in the Xarva Bay (cl. W !ERN 1952, p. 16 '•). 
SW Archipelago. Literatnre: STRÖMFELT 188 ',, pp. J;l0- 1:!2 (as Coilonema cltordaria), 
Nauvo, Fagerholmen and Stenskär; ANDERSSOX 1955, p. 142, about ten records in Xaut·o, 
Gyttja and in the Gullkrona district ; KASKIXEX 1964, pp. 88-89, Airisto (only at \"iitta-
kari). Other collections: Parainen, Tennäs (Linkola, 1910, Tt:R). Own records: Drags-
ffärd, Karaskär, 1 (22./.64). - Nauvo, F ä rö, 2:l (30.;.62); Hummel k ä r, 13 (25.7.62 and 
:l0 . /.62, TUR); Kah·holtn aud Humleholm, 8 (20 .8.63); :IIiraholm, 15 (19.7.6!•); :IIossa-
skär, Jl, (25.7.62, TGR); Petäisholmar, 2 (24.7.64); Pärnäs, !, (August 1964); Seili, :l 
(23. 9.65); Skagsgadd, 15 ( 19.8.64); Söderholm, 15 ( 19 .. 6 ·,, Tt:R); Truusö-Kalkskär, 
2/ (29.7.62); Ängsö, K\\' side, 8 {25 .8.6 2). - J.,'o-rppoo, Ah,·ensaari, 2 (20.8.6'•); Alskär , 5 
( 13.8.64); Julholm , 4 ( 16.8.6~ , TuR); between Lempersjö and Ah·sjö, 5 ( 13.8.6'•); Estre\·-
lan, near Jurmo, '14 (2/./ . 62 , nnilocular sporaugia, Tt:R); Gaddarna, \\' of Jurmo, 
16 (28.7.62); Galtby, 4 (4. /.62, TUR); Grisselborg, 6 {16.8.63); Gyltö, 9 {26.8.62); Hatt-
skär, 6 (16.8.63); He,·osluoto, 1 (11. /.62, =ilocular sporangia, TuR); Hn\-udskär, 13 
(26. 7.62, uuilocula r sporaugia); Jurmo, 13 (26. i .62, unilocular sporangia); Jurmo, I ;l 
(26.7.6 2, unilocular sporangia); Karlberg, 5 (13.8.6 '•); Kuggvik, '• ( t.i .62); Kulm and 
\'erkholm, 6 (14.9.6 1, TuR and 18.7.64); Kälö, II {14 .. 63, Tl'R); Lohm, 6 (25./.-
15.8 .6 1, unilocular sporangia, Tl'R, August 63, 6'•, and 13.6.65); L,\ngYik, 8 {3.7.62); 
Lyddarholm, 10 (29.8.63); Retais , ; (August 6't); Räggruuden, '• (28./.63); Ruruar , 6 
(26.8.62); Sandholm, 4 {18.6.6'.); Sanddkharn, 15 {28.;.62); t. Gunkobb, 6 (August 6'•); 
Teijula, 4 (8.8.63); Turistbo, '• (8.8.63, Tt:R); \'argskär, 6 (I ;,;.6'•, TUR); \'erkan, 4 
{22. -25.6.62); \'itharuu, 6 ( I 7. 7.6'•). - Houlskari, Jungfru kär, 5 {28.8.63); Saudö, '• 
(18.8.61,, TUR).- 1\'uslavi, Lypertö, X side, 1 {19.7.63, Tt:R).- Lokalahli, Iso Lehmä-
maa, N\V side, 1 ( l 9.i.62, TuR).- The di tribution of D. clwrdaria is sho= on map I '•· 
In my research area I haye seen this pecies mostly gro"-ing ou rocks and stoues in 
the lower hydrolittoral . On rocks it may either form pure growths or it may occur together 
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with Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus an cl Eudesme virescens. In K orppoo (Caltby) I have seen 
it also a ttachecl t o lanclings. 
D. chordaria grows both in exposecl ancl shelterecl localities. In sheltered localities, 
it is often covered with lang h a irs. Such plants were obser ved in Korppoo (He \·osluoto) 
and in )<auvo (Trunsö---Kalkskär). The species was well de \·eloped in ::\am·o, K orppoo, 
and H outskari. The ind ividual plants were often about 20 cm la ng. In Kustavi and in 
Lokalahti they were sm aller , about I 0 cm la ng. 
In general, I have not been able t o find D. chordaria in m y research area before the 
end of July, since it belongs to the a lgae of la te summer. Its occurrence seems a lso to 
vary from year to year , a phenomenon which has been pointed out by 01:; RIETZ and 
W ASRX (1952, p . 16'•) in the Swedish Baltic. 
Chorda jilum (L. ) Stackh.- \\'..tRX 1952, pp . 16'•- I Gii . 
C. jilum occurs along the Finnish shores in the Gulf of Bothni a a t least as fa r as R aahe 
ancl in the Guli of Finland as far as Suursaari (cf . WASRX 1952 , p . 165) . 
SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖ)I FELT 188'•, p . 12/ , a common a lga; H .ü ·REX 1950b, 
p . I ~. the Gusikaupunki Archipelago; AXDERSSOX 1955, p. I 1, 2, m any r ecords in Hiitti-
nen a nd C\au vo, but onl y few in Ruissalo; KASKIXEX 196'•, p . 89, fi\·e records a t Airist o. 
Other collections : Same herbarium specimens exist . The innennost a r e from Parainen , 
Pyhänsuu (Linkola, 1910, H T C R ); Tennäs (Linkola, 1910, H ). - P iikkiö, H a n ·aluoto, 
Al ast a lo (lll äkinen, 1955, T C R ). - Turlm, Hin·ensalo: K omma (Aschan, 1906, T U R ); 
Ruissalo (H a \·erinen , 195'•. T C R ). - .\'aanlali, near the ferry (La ine, 1926, T U R ). Own 
records: I ha \·e seen C. filum in all the investigat ed localities, except the innermost p art 
of Para inen . The species s till occurs a t the inner mouth of T en ·snnd, a nd I conld see also 
it near the bridge of Sattmark . 
C. jilum is best developed in the sheltered localities of the outer archipelago, especially 
in n a rrow channels with sh allow wa ter. T here it grows in the uppermost p art of the su b-
littora l and m ay be ca. I m la ng and densely cO\·ered with colourless hairs. I h ave seen 
such growths, for exa mple , in the n a rrow channel between Lohm and K aitholm in Korp-
poo andin a sheltered cove in the outermost a rchipelago of l\auvo, at Trunsö---K alkskä r. 
C. filum is m ostly a ttached t o gravel, coarse sand, stones, as well as shells of ."v!ytilus 
edulis and Cardium lamm•cki . 
C.jilum occurs a lso deeper in the sublittora l and it is then often attached t o F ucus 
vesiculosus . \Vhen clredging I h ave often gatten it from a depth of /-8 m. Besides, 
C . jilu m m ay be a ttached to Iaudings and to phanerogams, especially Plwagmiles com-
munis , P olamogeton pectinalus, and ;1/yriophy/lmn spicalwn . I have seen such plants 
which are usua lly short , thin , and lacking both hairs and p a raphyses, in K orppoo (Verkan ) 
and in Kust a Yi (Riihenm aa). 
I h ave im·estigat ed onl y a limited amount of C. filum microscopica lly, and in a fe\..-
specimens collectecl in Korppoo (Lohm) I have seen unilocula r sporangia. 
Cho1•da lomenlosa Lyn gb . - \\'..tRX 1952, p. 164. 
The species has been observed a t K obbaklin t a r in the Aland Archipelago, SE Aland 
Sea by W ..tRX (1952, p . 16'•) and in tbe Tvärminne Archipelaga in tbe s tra it between the 
rocky islands of Segelsk ä r and Lili -Segelskär , ca. 10 km SE of Tvärminne Zoologica l 
St a tion (SOt:TH 1965, p . 5). 
S \V Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections : none. Own records: none. 
F ucus vesiwlosus L.- H .Ü 'REX 1950b, pp. :i-12; LUTHER 1951 b , pp . 4. 8- 53 ; W ASRN 
1952, pp. 166- 1/3, fig. i'5 . 
The nortl1errunost a ttached F. vesiculosus plan ts in Finland have been observed in 
the \' aasa Archipelaga ( cf . lliYR:E:-~ 195;, 1958a, and 1959). In the Guli of Finland the 
species occurs as an attached plan t as far as t he Guli of \'yborg (cf . W.-'ERX 1952, p . 168). 
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SW Archipelago. Literature: STRÖMFELT 188-'t, p. 121, a common species; HÄYREI\ 
1950b, pp. 7-12, the Uusikaupunki Archipelago; HAVERL'-"EX 1954, p. 256, Turku, Ruis-
salo; ANDERSSON 1955, pp. 142-143, Hüttinen, Kauvo, and Ruissalo; KASKINEN 1964, 
pp. 89-90, a common alga at Airisto. Other collections: Parainen, Kvidja, Levo, Pyhän-
suu, Sattmarkerna, and Tennäs (Linkola, 1910, H); Källvik and Lemla.."< (Linkola, 1913, H). 
- Tttrku, Hirvensalo: Kommo (Aschan, 1906, H); Ruissalo: Kuuva (Linkola, 1909, H).-
Naantali (Collander, 1914, H and Laine, 1925, TUR). - Askainen, Pukkila (Linkola, 
1912, H) . - According to Prof. ANTERO V.-L-\.RA~B. (oral communication), attached plants 
occur north of Parainen, in Piikkiö (Hiirsalmi , 'V of Toivonlinna). 1 Own records: In the 
outer part of my research area, Dragsfjärd, Hiittinen, Nauvo, Korppoo, and Houtskari. 
F. vesiculosus is the most conspicious plant in the vegetation. It is mainly a plant 
of the upper sublittoral, beginning to occur at a depth of 0.&-l.o m. When the water 
Ievel is low the upper part of the thallus, however, can be seen floating on the surface 
by means of vesicles which occur abundantly in somewhat sheltered habitats. F. vesicu-
losus is attached to rocks and stones, and it may be about 1 m long. It is weil developed 
even a t 5-6 m depth. By dredging in deeper water I have gotten small specimens. At 
depths of 7-9 m I have still observed detached and vegetatively reproducing plants. 
On soft bottoms F. vesic~1losus forms !arge detached masses already at depths of 1-3 m, 
often together with Stictyosiphon tortilis. Such masses have been studied in detail by 
LUTHER (1951} in the Tvärminne Archipelago. The Fucus masses may even more than 
Stictyosiphon tortilis suppress the development of other algae. 
I have seen attached plants of F. vesiculosus in all my research localities, except in 
Turku (Pitkäsalmi) and in the innermost part of Parainen . In Parainen I observed the 
innermost attached plants at Ersby and in the inner mouth of Tervsund. In Kustavi, 
at Riilienmaa (W side) and at Lypertö (SE side), F. vesiculosus was also weak and with-
out vesicles, beginning to occur at 1. o--1.5 m depth. In Kustavi (Lypertö, N side) and 
in Lokalahti (Iso Lehmämaa) it was better developed, but plants with vesicles and re-
cept acles were rarer than in the southern part of my research area. 
3. Rhodophyceae 
Bangia fuscopurpurea (Dillw.) Lyngb. - WiER:.'< 1952, pp. 180-181. 
In the inner Baltic B. fuscopurpt,rea has been observed as far as the Haparanda 
Archipelaga (N end of the Gulf of Bothnia), in the Gulf of Vyborg, at Suursaari, and in 
Narva Bay (W li>RN 1952, p. 181}. The species has been known for a long time in the Tvär-
minne Archipelago, at the islands Skarvl.--yrkan and at Längskär. Ili YREN (1958, p . 18} 
mentioned B.fuscopt~rpurea from Gennarbyviken W of the Hanko Peninsula, in Ten-
hola (Skogby, 3.12 .33). 
SW Archipelago. Literature: no records. Other collections: none. Own records: I have 
seen the species only once in Korppoo (Jurmo, HuYudskär, 26.7.62, TUR). It was growing 
in a small rock crevice on a steep exposed shore in the lower part of the geolittoral zone. 
The small growth consisted only of this species. Indi\'idual plants were 1-3 cm long 
and pink in colour. 
It is probable that B . fuscopurpurea is more common during late autumn, winter, 
and spring, i.e. between October and April (d. Wre.RN 1952, p. ·t82), but during this time 
I have made only few investigations and only near the coasts of !arger islands. 
1 Mr. UNTO LAINE has provided me with collections from the Unsikaupunki Archipelaga 
(17.8.64}. In this material I noticed dichotomously brauehing Fue1's plants about 1 cm 
long. They closely resembled Furcellaria fastigiaJa, but their colour was yellowish brown. 
The plants had been growing loosely on a stony bottom in a mnddy bay. An abundant 
literature exists about such detached small Fue1's modifications, see i.a. Häyren 1950b. 
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A udouinella efflorescens (J. G. Agardh) P apenf. - W JERX 195 2, pp. 182- 18 3. 
The innermost Baltic records of A. efflorescens are from the Öregrund Archipelaga 
in Sweden (W JER..'I op.c. ) . I h ave found the species only once in m y research localities. 
It occurred on Sphacelaria arctica at a depth of 3-4 m near Kopparö in Parainen (10.7.6<1}. 
In material collected a t Tvärminne (Längsk ä r) during the Nordic ~Iarine Botanical Course 
in August 1965 the species was obsen·ed a few times. The tufts which were attached to 
Sphacelaria a.rctica, too, were ver y small (ca. 0.5 cm long), but they could be noticed with-
out a microscope . The plants in Para inen could be seen only with a microscope. 
P seudochanlransia leibleini i (Kütz.) I sraelss . - ISRAELSSOX 1 94 2, pp. 5 1-57, pl. I , 
fig. a. 
P. leibleinii is mainly a lacustrine species. In my research a rea I have seen it in Parai-
nen near Bergholm and F innholm, S of Ersby at a depth of 3-4 m on timher (10.7 .64}. 
The tufts were 2-4 mm lang, and their colour was violet, but turned greyish green when 
preserved in formalin. The cells were 12-14 f-l broad and ca. 60 f-l lang; their walls were 
very thick, nearly 2 f-l· Monosporangia occurred . 
Rhodochorlon purpU1·eum (Lightf. ) Rosem· . - \\'JERX 1952, p. 1952, p. 183 [as R. rolhii 
(Turt. emend. Dillw .} Näg. ]. 
In the innermost p art of the Gulf of Finland R. purpureum has been found between 
Lomonosov and Krasn a ja Gorka in the U.S.S.R., as well as near H elsinki , and outside 
Tvärminne (W,ER:'< 1952, p . 183}. In the Gulf of Bothnia I h ave found the species a t Rit-
grund, Ensten in the Vaasa Archipelago, where it was growing as an epiphyte on Cla-
dophora glomerata (RA\'AKKO 1965b}. 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: AXDERSSOX 1 953, p. 80, one r ecord in H iitlinen, Tun-
h amn. Other coll ections : Hiillinen, Tunhamn (H olger Sä ltin, 23.6.50}. Own records: 
Dragsfjärd, K araskä r , 1 (2 2./.64 }. - 1\"auvo, R ödharun, 20 (2. 7.61,, T UR ); Simonsharun, 
18 (2 1. 7.64}; Söderholm, 15 (19. /.64). - K orppoo, the skerries n ear Kalvholm, N\V of 
X am ·o, 3 (24 .7.64, TUR); Ju.lholm, 4 (18.6.64, 22.6.64, 16.8.64}; Sandholm, 4 (18.6.64); 
\"argsk är , 6 (17. and 19.7.64, and 14 .8.64, Tt;R, two different finds); a high skerry NE 
of \'itharun, 6 (1/.7.64 , TGR). - Parainen, Tervsund, 1 (10.7.64). - I<ustavi, Riihen-
maa, 3 (16./.64). 
The distribution of Rhodochorlon purpureum is shown on map 15. The open dots in-
dicate places where the species was obsen ·ed only as s ingle threads . 
In K orppoo (\"a rgsk är , N side) I h a ,·e seen R. purpureum forming red carpets on the 
bottom of a geolittora l cave. This ca,·e is situated in the zone formed by the Iichen Ver-
rucaria maura. Although the carpets were ,-ery dense , the threads were only about 1 mm 
lang. Among R . purpureu.m occurred H ildenbrandia prololypus, Waerniella lucifuga, Rhizo-
clonitml. riparium, P seudendoclonium marimon and filamentaus blue-green algae. R. ripa-
rium and P. marinum were concentrated in the outer part of the cave, while R. pw·pu-
reum was principally in the inner part. ll"aemiella lucifuga was dominant on vertical 
surfaces and on the ceiling of the ca ,-e, howe,·er. 
In K orppoo (Ju.lhohn, E side, 18.6.64) I found some threads of R. purpureum entan-
gled with Urospora penicilliformis, L"lothrix zonala, and Rhizoclonium riparium on rocks 
in the Jower part of geolittora l zone. I ba,·e also seen the species in similar babitats in 
Dragsfjärd (K araskär), K orppoo (Sandholm , E side), and Parainen (Tervsund). 
In K orppoo (on the small skerries X of Jullwlm) R. purpureum occurred (22.6.64} 
as an epiphytic tuft on Sphacelaria arctica. 5. arclica was growing insmall rock crevices 
at ca. 50 cm depth. In the same locality I found some threads of R. purpureum growing 
epiph ytica lly on P olamogelon pectinalus at the same depth . In K orppoo (\ 'argskär, S side, 
3 
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1 7.6.64) the species was also growing on Sphacelaria arclica in a rock crevice at 50 cm 
depth. 
In material from KustaYi (R.i ihenm aa) I observed R. purpureum epiphytic on Poly-
siphonia nigrescens which h ad been growing at 4-6 m depth . 
My deepest records of the species ar e from K orppoo (Sandholm, E s iele) . " ' hen dreclg-
ing I got some very small specimens of Cladophora aegagropila (only 0.5 cm long) from 
a mudcly bottom a t 10 m depth . On these specimens R. P•"P'"etml was partly epiphytic 
and p artly endophytic. 
In my materia l I have not seen tetrasporan gia, which is possibly due to the time of 
im·estiga tion , or to the fac t tha t the cayes in my research area were a lmost dry. At :'>Iä rket 
in the . land Sea I h a \·e seen a weil developed growth of R. purpuretun in a wet geo-
littoral cave (2 1. 6.65, TUR). The threads were ca. 5 mm long and bore tetrasporangia. 
Polyides rotundus (Huds.) GreY.- L EYRL"G 1940, pp. 82-83, fig. 2'•; KYLL'i 19'• '•, 
p . 34; W $R.'< 1952, PP· 186-188; DREW 1958, pp. ;·.4-;52; :'IL-\THlESE:-1 1959, PP· 
/8-84, figs. 2b, 5, and 6. 
The oielest reports of P. rolundtts from the inner Baltic are from Blekinge and Got -
lancl (W$RN 19 52, p. 188). In Finland the species has been obserYecl earlier only once 
in m a te ria l co!lectecl around Tunharnn in Hiittinen in August 195 1 {:'ILHHIESE:s" 1959). 
In he r material co!lected between Stengrunden and Bergskär fh·e plants ca. 1.5 cm long 
were n oticed; in m a teria l from Gräsgrunden, S of Tunharnn mainland only one plant 
occurred. 
SW Archipelago . Litera ture: except the aboye mentioned records, no finds from the 
SW Archipelago. Other collections: none. Own records: K emiö : near Flisholm, 2 (4-5 
specimens, depth ·10 m , 23.6.64, TUR). - H iittinm, E of Harö and Söderö, 6 labout 
t en specimens, depth 10 m, 3.6.63, TUR); Lindörn, SE siele, 3 (two specimens, depth 
im, 29.7 .63, TUR). - Nauvo, Brändholm, 9 (three specimens, depth ca. 10m, 23.7.6'•. 
TUR); Borgsk ären, 16 (a few specimens, depth 12-1 5 m , 2 1. 7.64); K ah·holm, SE s iele, 8, 
(a few specimens, d epth ·1 0 m , 20.8.63); between Hjortronharun and \'itharun, 19 (a few 
specimens, depth ·1 0-15 m, 21./ .64); Rutiluoto, I (a few specimens, depth ca. 10 m, 
24 .7.61,, TUR); Rödharun, 20 (about ten specimens, depth 10-15 m , 2 1. / .64, TUR), 
Trunsö-Kalkskär, 27 (one specimen, depth ca. 10m, 29./.62). - Korppoo, Ah vensaari, 
near the islet on NE siele, 2 (one specimen, depth ca. 10 m, 20.8.64, TüR); Hevosluoto, 
W siele, I (hundreds of specimens, depth 6-10 m, 10.-13.7.62, TüR); Jurmo, in the 
sound between Jurmo and Huvudskär, 13 (a few specimens, depth ca. 10 m, 26 ./. 62); 
Kalvholm, SE siele, 6 (four specimens, depth ca. 15 m, 16.8.63, TUR); K orpholm, the 
skerries on SW siele, 5 (one specimen, depth 11-1 2 m, 29 .8.63, TUR); Kälö, NW siele, II 
(two specimens, depth 15-17 m , 15.8.63, T R ); between Lempersjö and Älvsjö, 5 (a few 
specimens, d epth 13 m , 26.8.64, TUR). - Houtskari, torö, E siele, I (one specimen, 
depth 10m, 22 .8.63, TUR); Topsalö, \V s iele, 3 (one pecimen, depth 12-13 m, 22.8.63). 
- Kustavi near Likholm and Sikaluoto 4 (one pecimen, depth 9-10 m, 18. 'i.63, TGR).-
Lokalahti, Iso Lehmämaa, N s iele and \V s iele, 1 (dozens of specimens, depth 9-12 m , 
18.- 19.7.62, TUR). - The distribution of Polyides rotundus is shownon map 16. 
The number of specimens in the above mentioned localities has mostly Yaried between 
one and t en . Only in two localities were there considerably more, namely, in Lokalahti, 
at Iso Lehmämaa where I saw dozens of plants and in Korppoo, a t He,·osluoto where 
there were hundreds. The length of the plants was O.s--2.o cm, and they were growing 
at depths of 6-17 m, mostly a t 9--12 m. They occurred sparingly among Furcellaria 
fastigiata, Phyllophora brodiaei, and some rarer a1gae, for example Ah1ljellia plicata. 
P. roi'lmdus has in m y research area nearly always been observed in the mouth of a 
sound between two islands, or in other places where currents occur and the bottom is 
composed of small stones. 
When I first observed P. rotmadus a t the island He,·osluoto, in the Korppoo Archipel-
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ago, where I collected specimens cast ashore togetller witll Furcella1·ia fa stigiata, I noticed 
tha t the rotting plants of P. rotundus were sm all , fragile, and either pa le green or p ink 
in colour. Furcellaria, on the contra ry, was dirty brown and t ough. \'lhen preserYed in 
formalin , the colour of Polyides changed from d ark red to bright red and pink, fina lly 
t o g reen . The colour of F urce/laria, on the other b and, turned dirty brown and fina lly 
grey . 
The best developed P. rotundus was found in K orppoo, \V s ide of H evosluoto, where 
a sm all area with graYel and coarse sand on the bottom occurred a t a depth of 7-10 m. 
In this a rea P. roltmdus was a dominant species. This is a very exposed place in the north-
ernmost corne r in K orppoo . T he ot he r locality where I obta ined dozens of specimens, 
Lokalahti (I so Lehmäm aa) is a simila r habita t , being exposed to the Gulf of Bothni a. 
On the bottom sm all st ones were abundant. (Fig. 4). 
In m a terial from H eYosluot o I found sorue a lgae with a basal, disklike structure which 
m ay indicate tha t these plants h ad been a ttached to a substra te. This circumst ance, how-
e\·e r, requires furthe r study. From t he same sound in K orppoo {between Lempersjö and 
Äh·sjö) where I collected P. rotundus {26.8.64), :Mr. HEIMO HIIRSALMI collected the 
species a year la ter {25.8.65) . In his m ateria l I a lso discovered a plant with a disklike base. 
lfildenbrandia prototypus X ardo- \\' ASRX 195 2, pp . 18'. - 185 . 
In the inner Baltic this species has been found as fa r as the Vaasa Archipelaga in the 
Gulf of Bothnia and as fa r as the Bay of Yyborg in the innennost part of the Gulf of Fin-
land (\VJER:-1 1952, p . 181o). 
SW Archipelago. Litera ture : H X YREX 1950 b, p. 19, two records in the Uusikaupunki 
Archipelaga (as H . rosea ); AXDERSSOX 1955, p . 143, the Gullkrona district , Nau vo, and 
Ruissalo; KASKIXEX 196'•. p . 90, a common species a t Airisto. Other collections : Piikkiö, 
Vltöinen (Ja las , 1950, H ). Own records: H . prototypus is a common a lga in Dragsfj ärd, 
Hiittinen , H outsk ari , K orppoo, X au\·o, a nd the outer part of Para inen . It occurs on 
rocks and s tones in the geolittoral, hydroli ttora l, and su bli t tora l zones . In the geolittora l 
it is t ypica l a lso in rock pools, fi ssures, and cans. T oward the inner p art of P arainen the 
species becomes r a rer . I found H. prototyprts a t T erYstmd and near K opparö but not a t 
K yrkfj ärdcn, Brattnässund, and K assorfjä rd. In Lokalahti (Iso Lehmäm aa, N and \ 'I 
side) the species was common and simila rl y a lso in Kus t a Yi , except a t Riihenmaa (\\' side), 
where it was Yery r a re. 
Furcellaria fa stigiata (L .) Lamour . - \\".-ERX 1952, pp . 185- 190. 
The innennost records of Furcel/aria fa stigiata in the Baltic are from the northern 
pa rt of the Yaasa Arch ipelaga in t he Gulf of Bot hnia and from the neigh bourhood of 
K otka in the Gulf of Finland (cf. W .-ERX 1952, p . 188). 
SW Archipelago. Li terature: STRÖ~! FELT 188'•, p. 126, Fagerholmen ; H .ü 'REK 1950b, 
p . 18, the Uusikaupunki Archipelago, Putsaari (cast ashore); A::-."DERSS0:-1 1955, p . 143, 
H iitt inen, Nauvo, and Turku, Ruissalo ; K ASKIXEX 1964, p . 90. Other collections: l niö, 
between Jumo and 1\orrby (K ari , 19:12, Tt;R ). - K orppoo, U tö (Kylander & Elh·ing, 
18 i 2, H ). - Parainen , Pyhänsuu (Linkola , 19 10, cast ashore, H ). - Own records: t ogether 
with P hyllophora brodiaei , F. fa stigiata is one of t he most common red a lgae inmy research 
a rea. \\"hen dredging in t he outer a rchipelago (H iit t inen , H outska ri , K orppoo, and Nauvo) 
I nearly a lways have seen this a lga, p ro\·iding only t here is a h a rd bottom a t a depth of 
9-12 m . I h aYe observed it attached t o rocks, stones, often also t o shells of !l! ytilus 
eduli s, and to limon.i te. On muddy bottoms I ha,-e seen only a few loose plants of F. fa s-
tigiata , if an y. From some places in K orppoo and Lokalahti I ha \·e collect ed plant s, mostly 
loose, even from 20 m d epth . I n Lokalahti plant s were a ttached to shells of Mytilus edulis. 
H ere I a lso obt ained F. fastigiata a lready at 2-3 m depth on a st eep rock. In Kustavi 
the species was common a t a depth of 6 m . Further , I h ave observed it in Dragsfjärd, 
K aruna, and P a ra inen . H oweYer , in the inner part of Pa ra inen, (near F innholm and 
Bergholm , a t K yrkfjärden, Ter YSund, Brattnässund, a nd K assorfj ärd) , I did not find 
t he species. 
36 0. Ravanko : Algae in tbe soutbwestern arcbipelago of Finland 
All my own finds as weil as the others mentioned aboye are marked on map 1 'i. 
F. fastigiata belongs to the reduced marine algae in the Baltic. The specimens in my 
material are mostly 2-4 cm lang and always sterile. 
AJmfeltia plicata (Huds.) Fr. - SKUJA 1924, p. 35 1; LEYRIXG 1940, p. 92, fig. 27f: 
l\IATHIESEN 1959, pp. 80-83, figs 1, 3, and 4. 
In the inner Baltic A. plicala has been mentioned before from the Gulf of Riga 
{SKUJA 1924) and from the coast of Blekinge, in southern Sweden {LEVRDIG 1940) . 
In Finland the species was first obserYed in 1953 by \ V.-ERN' at Tvärminne on an ex-
cursion to Byviken during the Nordic Course of Brackish \Vater Botany (cf. '-L>\THIESEX 
195 9). The northernmost record of A. plicala in the Baltic, probably a drifted specimen, 
is from the neighbourhood of the Vaasa Archipelaga {R.-I.VA.'IKO 1965b) . 
SW Archipelago. Literature: '-L-I.TIDESEN {1959, pp. 80 - 83) collected the species from 
two localities in the a rchipelago of Hiittinen. One collection was S of Tunhamn, between 
Alskär and Längskär: the other was N of Tunhamn, between Bergskär and Stengrunden. 
The specimens were 0.5-0.7 cm lang. Other collections: lniö, between Jumo and Norrby 
(I found three specimens in material collected by Lauri E. Kari , 1932, and identified as 
Furcellaria fastigiata, etc., TUR). - Furthermore, Mr. HEniO HriRSAL~U has shown me 
material of A . plicala, which he b ad collected in Korppoo, between Vattkast and the 
Korppoo mainland (a few specimens, 19.8 .65, TUR) and in Kam·o, S of Redamo (a few 
specimens, 26.8.65, TUR). Own records: Kemiö, Flisholm, 2 (one specimen, 23 .7.64); 
Lill-Tjuvholm, 1 (one specimen, 23. 7.64, TUR). - Hiittinen, between Harö and Söderö, 
6 (four specimens, 4.7.63, TUR).- Nauvo, near Borgskären, 16 (about fifteen specimens, 
21.7.64, TUR); Rutiluoto, I (a few speeimens, 24.:i.64, TuR); S side of Högholm, ~E of 
Seili, 3 {26.5.66, TUR); between Seili and SYartö, E of the cable, 3 {26.5.66, TUR); be-
tween Seili and Vetjan, 3 {26.5.66, TUR). - Korppoo Ahvensaari near the small islet 
an the NE side, 2 (four specimens, 20.8.64, TUR); HeYosluoto, W side, 1 (dozens of speci-
mens, 15.8.64, TUR); Kalvholm, 6 (one specimen, 16.8.63, TUR); Korpholm, the skerries 
on SW side, 5 (a few specimens, 29.8.63); between Lempersjö and Älvsjö, 5 (seven speci-
mens, 15.8.64, TUR); Sandholm, 4 (three specimens, 21.6.64, TUR). - Houtskari, Storö, 
E side, 1 (two specimens, 22 .8.63, TUR); Topsalö, \\' side, 3 (a few specimens, 22.8.63, 
TUR). - Parainen, between Bockholm and Granö, 3 {4-5 specimens, 24. 7.64, TUR).-
Lokalahti, Iso Lehmämaa, N and W side, 1 (dozens of specimens, 18.-19. 7.62, TUR). 
Allthese records of A. plicala from the southwestern archipelago of Finland are marked 
on map 18. 
The range of fl. plicala in my research area resembles that of Polyides rotundtts . These 
two species have mostly been found to a small e:l..'i:ent tagether with Furcellaria fastigiala 
and Phyllophora brodiaei at depths of {6-) 9-12 {-15) m. Like Polyides rotundtts, 
A. plicala is a depauperized alga which in this region forms only twiglike, irregular, and 
sterile masses. The length of the plants has mostly been 0.5--2.o cm. In Lokalahti (Iso 
Lehrnämaa) and in Korppoo (He,·osluoto) I ha,·e also seen many specimens 3 cm lang. 
The best developed ones, howeyer, ca. t, cm lang, I collected in Korppoo, near Ahven-
saari. (Fig. 5) . 
Phytlophora b·rodiaei (Turn .) J. G. Agardh - W .-ER..'O 1952, pp. 190-192. 
In the inner part of the Baltic P. brodiaei has been observed as far as the Yaasa Ar-
chipelago in the Gulf Bothnia and as far as near Helsinki in the Gulf of Finland (W .-ER..'I 
'1952, p. 190). 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: STRÖMFELT 1884, p. 126, Fagerholmen; A.'.'DERSSON 
'1955, p. 143, Hjjttinen, Nauvo, and in drift at Turku. Ruissalo; KASKIN'EX 1964, FP· 
90-91, Airisto. Other collections : Hiitti11en, Tunhamn (Kallio, 1950, TUR). - Korp-
poo, Utö (Elfving, 1872, H ). - Parainen, Pyhän uu (Linkola, 1910, H, cast ashore). -
lniö, between Norrby and Jumo (Kari , '1932, TUR, det. E . Häyren). Own records: I ha,·e 
seen P. brodiaei a lways tagether with Furcellaria fastigiala, and according to our present 
knowledge, it seems to h ave a distributlau sirnilar to that of Furcellaria fastigiata. Same-
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times, ho\"\"ever, !a rge masses of Ioose P. brodiaei can be found on soft bottoms, and in 
this case Furcellaria fastigiata occurs only scantily. Such is the Situation for instance 
in the sound between Kauvo and Högsar. 
My own Observations, as \"\"eil as those mentioned above, a re marked on m ap 19. 
P. brodiaei occurs mostly either Ioose or entangled with Furcellaria fastigiata. In Loka-
lahti, Iso Lehmämaa I ha,·e seen plants with a basal structure which indica tes that they 
have probably been attached to a substrate. 
Phyllophora membranijolia (Good. & W oodw.) J. G. Agardh - W ;ERN 1952, 
pp. 192-193. 
This species h as not been found in the Gulf of Bothnia. The northernmost records 
from the Baltic, mentioned in the li terature, are from the Öregrund Archipelago, in 
Sweden. The species probably a lso occurred in Gom's material from the Gulf of Finland 
(cf. WJERN 1 952, p. 192). WJER~ (1952, p. 193) mentions P. membranifolia also from the 
Aland Archipelaga (Spättarhälet between Degerby and Gripö), where it was better 
developed than in the Öregrund Archipelago. The species h as been known for a long 
time in the Tvärminne Archipelago. 
S\V Archipelago. Literature: A..'\"DERSSON (1955, p. 1lt4) mentions observing it in about 
t en Iocalities in the Turku Archipelago. Other collections: I niö, between Jumo and Norrby 
(Lauri E. Kari, 1932, TUR. det. E . Häyren, odd Iooking specimen). Own records : Kemiö, 
Flisholm, 2 (22.7.64). Hiittinen, E of Harö and Söderö, 6 (4 .7. 63).- Nauvo, Brändholm, 
9 (23.7 .64): between Humleholm and Kalvholm, 8 (20 .8.63); between Pet sor and Vansor, 
7 (20 .8.63); Rödharun, 20 (2 1. 7.64, T ·R); Salskären, 25 (29.6.63, TUR); Trunsö-Kalkskär, 
27 (29 .7.62) . - Korppoo, Ahvensaari, 2 (20.8.64 , TUR); Hevosluoto, W side, 1 (15.7.64, 
T UR ); K alvholm, 6 (16 .8.63); Korpholm, the skerries on SW side, 5 (29.8.63); K älö, :N\V 
side, 11 (15 .8.64); Sandholm, E s ide, 4 (2 1. 6.64). - Houtskari, Jungfruskär, NE side, 5 
(28.8.63); Storö, E side, 1 (22.8.63); Topsalö, \V side, 3 {22.8.63). - Parainen, between 
Bockholm and Granö, 3 (24. 7.64, TUR). - Kustavi, near Likholm and Sikaluoto, 4 
(18 .7.63, TUR); Lypertö, SE side, 2 (18.7 .63); Pirisholm, t, (18. 7.63) . - L ohalahti, I so 
Lehmämaa, 1 (19. 7 .62, TUR). - See map 20 for the distribution of the species. 
In my research area P. membranijolia like Polyides rotundus and Ahnfeltia plicala 
occurs sparingly among Phyllophora brodiaei and Furcellaria jastigiata. It seems to haYe 
a similar distribution as these species. 
Callithamnion roseum (Rotlt) Lyngb. - BOSTRÖ)! 1937, pp. 398-405, figs. A-D; 
W .'ERN 1952, pp. 193-196, figs. /9-80 . 
C. roseum has not been obsen·ed in the Gulf of Bothnia. The innermost Baltic records 
a re from the Öregrund Archipelaga in Sweden and from the Tvärminne Archipelaga 
in the Gulf of Finland (cl. W .tR..'< 1952, p. 193). 
SW Archipelago . Literature: K.-\SKLXEN 1964, p. 9 1, three Iocalities at Airisto. Other 
collections: none . Ü'>'"ll records : Kustavi, Pirisholm, \V side, 4 (17 . 7.63, TUR); near Sika-
Iuoto, 4 (17 .7.63, TUR).- L okalahti, Iso Lehmämaa, N side, 1 (19 .7.62, TUR).- C:usi-
kaupunki, Lyökki, Tevaluoto (a microscopic fragment, probably detached, among Fur-
ce/laria jastigiata, leg. Unto Laine). 
In t he ar chipelago of Kustavi, C. rosetun occurred on Rhodometa confervoides at a 
depth of 6-10 m. Among R. coufervoides grew Furcellaria jastigia.ta, Phyllophora brodiaei, 
Polysiphonia nigrescens, P. violacea, Sphacelaria arctica, and Chaetomorpha sp. I saw 
about t en specimens of C. roseum, and they were very small, 0.5-1. o cm Iong. 
Near I so Lehmämaa, in Lokalahti I observed only one plant ca. 1 cm Ion g entangled 
with A hnfeltia plicata at a depth of 10-12 m. - The distribution of the species is shown 
on map 11. 
I have not found tetrasporangia in my plants, but they have been mentioned as oc-
curring in the Tvärminne Archipelaga (BosTRÖY 193/). 
38 0. R avanko: Algae in the southwestern archi pelago of Finla nd 
Ceramium temticorne (Kütz.) \Vre rn - \V.-ER..' 1952, pp. 205-2 18, figs. 85-89, 90 K , 
9 1-92 . 
C . tenuicorne is a widely d istributed species in t he inner Baltic (cf. \V.-ER..' 1952, p . 20 ;) 
and the m ost common red alga in the SW Archipelaga of F inland. 
In my research area the species occurs at various depths, from the upper p art of the 
hydrolittoral t o the lower p art of the su blittoral. It forms growths on rocks, stones, and 
timber. Often it is attached to shells of 11Iytilus edttlis, an d it is a lso \·ery common as an 
epiphyt e on P hragmites communis, Potamogeton pectinatus, Fucus vesicutosus, and Fur-
cellaria fastigiata. 
I h ave seen C. tentticorne in a ll my research localities, except in t he innermost p arts 
o f Pa ra inen and in Pitkäsalmi , near Turku . In Parainen it occurred as fa r as the inner 
mouth of T er vsund and poorly deYeloped in t he southernmost part of K yrkfjä rden, a t 
Skräbböle. H owever, when dredging northwards in K yrk.fjä rden, Bra t t nässund, an d 
K assorfj ä rd, I did not find the species. Likewise, I d id no t disco,·e r it when searching 
near Turku , in Pitkäsalmi, between the Hirvensalo bridge and Cittamo. Keithe r has t he 
species been found in the easte rn p art of Ruissalo outside T urku . It occurs only on the 
shores facing Airisto (cf. A)IDERSSO)I 1955, p. 144}. 
The asexual and sexual plants of C. ten uicorne d iffe r in s ize. T he asexual plants a re 
la rgest , and the sexual m ale plants a re sm al lest . The periodicity of t h is alga and t he pos-
sible seasona l a lternation of generations has been mentioned in seYera1 publica tions, but 
these phenomena have not yet been wholly explained (cf. \\';ER.' 1952 , pp. 2 16-21 7). 
In my research a rea I have found fertile female plants in the following locali t ies. -
H iitt inen , Linclörn, 3 (30 .6.63, upper sublit t .); Skogssk ä r, 1 (30.6 .63, upper sublit t .). -
Nauvo, Hummelskär , 13 (30.7.62, upper sublitt.); Husskär , 2 1 (30.6.63, upper sublitt.); 
near Salsk ä ren, 25 (2 8.6.63, upper subli tt .); Seili , \\' s ide, 3 (August 65, u pper sublitt. ); 
Trunsö-Kalksk är, 27 (29 .7.62, upper su bli tt .). - Korppoo, Alsk ä r , 5 ( 13.8 .64, upper 
hyclrolitt. ); H evosluoto, 1 (13.7.62, upper su blitt .); Hun1clsk är , 13 (27.7.62, uppersublitt .); 
Julholm, NW siele, 4 (4.8.64, upper hydroli tt .); K arlberg, 5 (26.8.6'•, upper hyclro litt. ); 
K älö, 11 (1 5.8 .61, , upper hydrolitt .); the m outh of LängYik, 8 (3. /.62, upper sublitt. ); n ear 
T eijula, 4 (5 .5.62, very olcl plants ancl 5.8.63, upper sublitt.); T uristbo, 4 (5.8.63, upper 
sublitt .); Verkan, t, (2. 7.6 2, upper sublitt.).- H outskari, Sanclö, 4 (26 .8.64, upper su blitt. ). 
I have observecl fertile male plants only in K orppoo (l: tö, 26.6.65) where they occur-
recl on stones in the hyclrolittora1. A:>"DERSSOX founcl t hem in t he SW Archipelago of 
Finlancl in the Gul!krona district (cf . 1955, p . 144). )lale plan ts a re p robably more com-
mon than these collections would ind icate, but they might ha\·e been 0\·erlooked because 
of the ir smaU s ize. 
Asexual plants with te trasporan gia seem to be quite frequent in my research a rea 
d uring June and Jul y. I haYe obsen ·ed parasporic p lants in materia l from 1\orppoo, 
H evosluoto, 1 {11. 7.62); Huvudskär , 13 (26./.62); Jurmo, 13 {26. 7.62); an d Sandvikharu , 
15 (28.7 .62). 
Cerarniwn rubrum (Huds.) J. G . Agardh s. la t.- W .ERX 1952, pp. 196-197, fig. 8 1. 
The innermost finds of the collecth·e C. rubrrm1 haYe beende cribed by \\';ER.' ( 1952, 
p . 197). Along the coasts of Finland C. rrtbrrHII has been found only by \\';ER.' at K ökar , 
in the Aland Archipelaga an d near u tö, in K orppoo. 
S \V Archipelago. Literature: no records except the abO\·e mentioned by \\·.~R..,. 
Other collections : none. Own records: I n K orppoo, near the skerries Gaddarna, S\\' of 
Jurmo, the species (28. 7.62, TT.; R ) occurred at 12 m depth among stones together with 
Cladophora rupestris, Phyllophora brodiaei, Chaelomorpha p., and .\lytilus edulis. T hese 
plants were a bout 5 cm long an d partly co\·ered with epiphytic Pilayella lilloralis. 
The species could be recognized because it was completely co\·ered wi t h small cortical 
cells, resembling the specimen depicted by W;tRX (1952, p . 197}. A rather typical feature 
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recognizable in m y m at erial, isthat the brauch tips a re generally straight, only a few being 
slightly curved inwards. 
Polysiphonia violacea (Roth) Spreng. - \\'.ER..'\ 1952 , pp. 219-22 1. 
According to W .ER.. 'I ( I 952, p . 21 9) the innermost Baltic r ecords of P. violacea are 
from the \'aasa Archipelaga in the Gulf of Bothnia and from Stor-Pernäviken in the 
Gulf of Finland. 
S\V Archipelago . Litera ture: H ;\vRtx 1950b, p . 18, m any localiti es in the Uusikau-
punki Archi pelago; A:-IDERSSOX 1955, pp. I '• '•-I '•5, a common species in the n eighbour-
hood of Gyttja, in K auvo and a lso found in ~Iöviken , but in Hiittinen found only once, 
between Stor-Enharu and H alssk ä r and in T urku (Ruissalo) only at Rautakari ; KASKI-
:-I EN 1964, pp. 92-93, four localities a t Airisto (about t en specimens). Other collections: 
~Ir. I LPO HAAHTELA supplied me with material which was collect ed a t Ai risto, n ear Vepsä 
{2 1.8.64) and which contain ed P. violacea. - H iittinen, Brändö (Linkola, 1910, H ). -
Nauvo, Fagerholm , (Strömfelt , 1882, H ); St enskä r (Strömfelt , 1882, H ). - Parainen, 
Bodnäs (Linkola, 1910, T R ): Kddja (Linkola, 1910, H ); Pyhänsuu (Linkola, 1910, T U R ). 
- I niö, between Jumo and Xorrby (August ·1932, leg. Lauri E . Kari , det. E. H äyn!n). -
A skainen, Pukkila (Linkola , 1910, H ). Own records : I<emiö, Li11-Tjuvholm, 1 (22 .7.64); 
Flisholm, 2 (23.7.6'•).- Nauvo, Seili, 3 {23 .9.65, TUR); \'ikom, 4 (23.9 .65). - I<orppoo, 
Ah vensaari, 2 {29.8.6 1, TUR); Brunskär , 12 {2/.8.6'•, T U R ); Lohm, 6 (severa l localities 
in August and September 61, T UR ); \ ·erkan, 4 (August 62-64). - Houtskari, Jungfru-
sk är , KE side, 5 (28.8.63, T U R ).- Parainen, S of E rsby, 1 (2.7.64, T U R ); between Bock-
holm and Granö, 3 {24.7.64 , T UR ); Sattmark, 1 {IO.i.64.); T ervsund, 1 (10.7.64).- J(us-
tavi, near Likllolm and Sikaluoto, 4 {18. i.63, T UR); Lypertö, SE side, 2 {18.7.63); Piris-
holm, t, {18./.63, TUR); Riihenmaa, \Y side, 3 (14.6.64 , T UR ). - Lokalahti, Iso Lehmä-
maa , 1 (several) localities, 23. 9.65, T ·R). -See m ap 21 fo r the distri bution of the species. 
I h ave seen P. violacea in deep wat er together with Furcellaria fa stigiata and Phyl-
lophora brodiaei in Houtskari {Jungfruskär), Kust avi (Likholm , Sika luoto, Pirisholm), 
Korppoo (Brunskär), Lokalah ti (Iso Lehmämaa), and Parairren {between Bockholm 
and Granö). 
In K orppoo (AlH·ensaari, Lohm, \·erkan) and Nau\·o (F agerholm) the species was 
noted growing attached to landings. 
Masses of P. violacea can often be seenon Phragmites, for example, in Korppoo (Lohm, 
\'erkan), Kusta,·i (Ri ihenmaa), and Xauvo (Seili , \'ikom). At Lohm P. violacea grows 
a lso on Ranunculus baudotii. In P arainen, S of E rsby the species occnrred on Fucus vesicu-
losus. 
I have seen fe rtile p lants in material from the following localities. - I<orppoo , Lohm 
(cyst ocarps, spermatangia).- I<u stavi, Riihenmaa (carpogonia) . - L okalahti, I so Lehm ä-
maa (carpogonia). - .Vauvo, Seili (carpogonia). - Parainen, S of Ersby (carpogonia). 
P lants with t etrasporangia were obsen·ed in material collected in Korppoo (Lohm) and 
Pa rainen (Sattm ark, T ervsund). 
Polysiphonia nigrescens (Hnds.) Gre,·. - W -ER..'\ 1952, pp. 22 1-223. 
According t o the Iiterature thls marine species has been observed in the Gulf of Bothnia 
as fa r north as the \ ·aasa Archipelaga and in the Gulf of Finland as far east as Porvoo 
(cf. W.-tRX 1952, p. 22 3). 
S \V Archipelago. Literature: H.~YRE:\ 1950b, p. 18, the U usikaupunki Arch.ipelago, 
two localities a t Putsaari; KASKI:-.'E:-> 1964, p. 93, SL"\: localities a t Airisto. Other collections: 
I niö, between Jumo and Norrby (Lauri E. K a ri , 1932, TUR, fragments in material iden-
tified as Furcellaria fastigiata, etc.). Similarly, I ha,·e seen the species in materia l collected 
by ~Ir. UNTO LAI:-IE a t Uusikaupuuki (Tevaluoto). Owu records: Nauvo, Trunsö-Kalkskär , 
27 (one about 2 cm long plant , 29.i.62, TUR).- Kustavi, near Likholm and Sikaluoto, 
4 (mass occurrences, 18. /.63, TUR); Lypertö, SE side, 2 (mass occurrences, 1 / . / .63, TUR); 
Riihenmaa, \V s ide, 3 (two localities, 4-5 specimens, 5.7.64) . - Lokalahti, I so Lehmä-
maa, N\V, r, and NE side, I (many specimens, up to 18 cm Jong, 19./.62, TUR). 
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In Kustavi (near Likholm, near Sikaluoto, at Lypertö, and at Pirisholm), where mass 
occurrences were seen, the species occurred at depths of 6-10 m entangled with Rhodo-
meta confervoides, Furcellaria fastigiala, and Phyllophora brodiaei. At Riihenmaa P . nigres-
cens grew epiphytically on Fucus vesiculosus. In Lokalahti (Iso Lehmämaa) the species 
was best developed, especially on the NE shore of the n arrow sound, where it was attached 
to stones and to Furcellaria fa stigiata at a depth of ca. 9 m (Fig. 6). The only specimen which 
I found in the southern part of the S\V Archipelaga was only about 2 cm long. The upper 
part of the plant remained red when dried, but the lower corticated part turned black. 
The smal1 specimen Iooks as if it had been a ttached to a substrate. It was difficult t o 
identify this single fragment, but because I saw twelve pericentra1 cell~ in cross section, 
I classified it as P. nigrescens. 
According to the distribution of P. nigrescens (map 22), the species seems to be lack-
ing almost completely in the southern part of the SW Archipelaga of Finland. This cir-
cumstance has been discussed by previous workers. F or example, \V lERN (1952) did not 
find the species at Jurmo, Utö, Kökar, Ledskär, Jarramas, K yhamn, and Kobbarklintar 
(islands in the outer part s of t he Turku and Aland Archipelagos). Only at Spättarhälet 
(Degerby) in the Aland Archipelaga did he find a fragrnent. W .ER..'< mentioned that the 
probable reason for the absence of P. nigrescms is the mass production of Mytilus edulis. 
This may also be the reason in some localities of my research area, but 5tictyosiphon tor-
tilis, too, may have an influence on the absence of P. nigrescens. 5. tortilis often forms 
!arge vegetatively producing masses at depths of 6-8 m. The harmful effect of 5. tortilis 
upon aquatic phanerogams has been observed by LUTHER (195 1b, p. 53). In the northern 
part of the SW Archipelago, in Kustavi, where masses of P. 11igrescens are t o be found, 
5. tortilis is rare. 
Rhodometa confervoides (Huds.) Silva - \\'.ER..> 1952, pp. 225-228, figs . 9'o-95 
(as R. subj~1sca (Woodw.) C. Agardh); SILYA 1952, p. 269. 
R. confervoides is not known to occur in the Gulf of Bothnia. In the Gulf of Finland 
it is distributed as far as H elsinki, and near Hanko masses of it have been seen many 
times. The species has also been found in the T\-ärminne Archipelago. (cf. W JER..> 1952 , 
pp. 226-227). 
SW Archipelago. Literature (all as R . subfrHca): A..--.-nERSSON 1955, p. 145, one record 
in the Nauvo Archipelago, at Sandö: Orfjärd (some small plants, 3-5 cm long, at a depth 
of 30 m); KASKINEN 196lo, p . 93, Airisto: Iso Tervi (only one 1.6 cm long plant \\ith tetra-
sporangia) and Norra Linsör (one plant, less than 1 cm in length). Other collections: 
J(orppoo, Utö (Elfving, 1872, H ). - Iniö, between Jumo and Korrby (Lauri E. Kari, 
1932, TUR). Mr. HIIRSALMI has shown me Rhodomela material which he collected in 
Na~IVO, S of Redamo (25.8.65) . Own records: Hiitti>Jen, near Harö and Söderö, 6 (one 
specimen ca. 3 cm long with tetrasporangia, 3.7.63, TUR).- Nauvo, Brändholm, 9 (ten 
to fifteen specimens ca . 5 cm long, 23.7.6 '•· TUR); Färö, W side, 23 (about fifty specimens, 
5-7 cm long, 30. 7.62, T R ); between Kalvholm and Humleholm, 8 (five to six specimens, 
20.8. 63); S side of Högholm, NE of Seili, 3 {26.5.66, TUR); between Seili and Svartö, 
E of the cable, 3 {26.5.66, TUR). - Korppoo, Gyltö, 9 (one specimen ca. 5 cm long, 18.8. 
64, TUR); Huvudskär, 13 (one specimen ca. 4 cm long, 26. 7.62); Kalvholm, SW side, 
6 (two specimens ca. 13 cm long, tetrasporangia, 15.8.63); Korpholm, near the skerries 
on SW side, 5 (about ten specimens 5-13 cm loug, tetrasporangia, 29. 8.63, TuR); be-
tween Lempersjö and Älvsjö, 5 (two specimens 4-5 cm long, 3.6.62, TUR). - H outskari, 
Topsalö, \V side, 3 (a few specimens ca. 5- 6 cm long, 22.8.63). - Parainm, betweeu 
Bockholm and Granö, 3 (mass occurrences, tetrasporangia, 19. 7.63, TuR). - Kustar:i, 
Lypertö, SE side, 2 (mass occurreuces, 19.1.63); Pirisholm, W side, 4 (mass occurrences, 
tetrasporangia, 18 .7.63); Likholm and Sikaluoto, 4 (mass occurrences, 18.7.63). -See 
map 23 for the distribution of the species. 
In my research area R. co>Jfervoides has been found at depths of 6-15 m and it seems 
to prefer narrow channels with currents and a hard bottom. l:sually it occurs among 
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Furcellaria fastigiata and Phyllophora brodiaei . Only once haye I seen it in a dense growth 
of Stictyosiphon fortilis at Kauvo (Färö). 
In most cases, only a few plants ha,·e been seen, except for the mass occurrences in 
three localities in Kustavi and in Parainen (Fig. /). R. confervoides grows mostly entangled 
with other algae, but at least the specimens which I got by dredging in Korppoo, near 
Kalvholm and near Korpholm, were attached to stones. Sexual plants have not been 
obsen·ed, but sometimes I haye seen specimens with tetrasporangia (Hsted above). 
Summary 
Only a few studies haye been made on algae in the SW Archipelaga of Finland. In the 
present paper, the earlier investigations have been combined with my own studies in 
order to make an up-to-date re,;ew of the present knowledge of the green, brown, and 
red algae in the archipelago of SW Finland . Small algae have been taken into consideration 
prO\-ided that they sometimes, like Rhodochorlon purpureum and Waerniella lucijuga, 
occur in !arge masses perceptible to the naked eye. 
The distributions of most brown and red algae, excepting very common and rare 
species, have been discussed in detail and depicted on maps . 
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FIG. 3. L ealhesia diflormis on P otamogeton pectina.lus 
from K orppoo (EstreYl an , S \\" of Jurmo). - Pho togr aphed from 
fo rm alin-presen ·ed ma teria l. 1.5 X . 
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FIG ' .. Polyides rolzwdus. - FIG. 5. -~ Jwfeltia pliwta. -
IndiYidua l plants from difie rent loca lities in the SW 
_-\ rchipelago of Finland, pbot ogra phed from m oistened 
h erba rium m a t eri a l. 
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FJG. 6. Polysipho11ia 11igrescr11s from Lokalahti (Iso Lehmämaa). 
Flc. ; . Rhodomela coujerr·oides from Pa rainen (between Granö 
ancl Bockholm).- Photol{faphed from dried herbarium material. 
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